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Abstract

Recent research to accommodate increasing customers' demand is focusing on low

power wireless applications with a small form factor in such areas as WLAN transceivers,

GPS transceivers and digital mobile phones. In particular, such a trend leads to operat-

ing frequencies over 2 GHz in the WLAN products to provide a high speed-transferring

data. Recently, much effort on improving the performance of radio-frequency (RF)

front-ends has been conducted in CMOS device technology for low po\Mer and low

cost. However, RF components such as voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs)' po\l/er

amplifiers, low noise amplifiers and mixers suffer from the clrawbacks of the CMOS

technology in terms of noise and poor quality (Q) factor of passive clevices. In addi-

tion, Iow phase noise performance of the VCOs is highly desired to effectually exploit

limited frequency resources.

In this thesis, a research on VCOs of low power and low phase noise is conducted in

silicon-on-sapphire CMOS process. A single ancl a quaclrature 5.8 GHz VCO are cle-

signed for targeting the intellectual property core of a WLAN front-end radio-on-chip

operating in direct conversion mode. Each VCO consists of a negative G* oscillator

with an N/PMOS cross-coupled pair and an optimised LC tank. Symmetric induc-

tors are modelled and designed in 2.5D electromagnetic fielcl environment to obtain

an optimum Q factor. Inversion-mode PNIOS varactors are co-sirnulated to estimate

LC tank tuning frequency and Q factor with ,S-parameter simulation results of the

symmetric ind.uctors. The bias current source in the oscillator is replaced by a noise

frltering inductor and MiM capacitor to prevent the upconversiotl of its flicker noise

and fllter second-orcler harmonics. The single VCO exhibits a phase noise of -119.35

d}clftz at 3 MHz offset frequency from 0.8 V power supply voltage. It draws 0.52 mA



xlv Abstract

over a tuning frequency of 736 NIHz (I2.7%). A low po'ü/er consumption of arould 0.42
rnlV is achievecl and a figure of merit of -1Bg dB is recorded; This frgure of merit is
the second highest among the published literatures related to RF VCOs. The quadra-
ture VCO, consisted of two identical single LC VCOs, consumes 1.86 mW from 0.g V
supply voltage with a phase noise of -175.7 dBclHz at 3 MHz offset. Its tuning rarÌge
reaches up to 301 IVIHz (5.2 %). Practical issues for the design ancl electromagnetic
simulation of the LC VCOs are discussed and several recommendations for improving
the performance of quadrature VCOs are presentecl.
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Chapter 1

Research Background

A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is a critical component of a radio-on-chip (ROC)'

Research studies on low power and low phase noise of the component are being actively

conducted in the CIUOS process. However, the conventional CMOS process has nu-

merous drawbacks for designing RF ICs, which require a superior device technology or

noise-dealing technique to offset the disadvantages. This chapter provides a review on

silicon-on-insulator (SOI) CMOS, especially silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) CMOS device

technology, and surveys the topologies of various VCOs. In addition, it presents the mo-

tivation for the current research on a low power low noise inductance-capacitance (LC)

oscillator.

1.1 Introduction

The rapid growth of portable communication systems is creating a continuous demand

for the mobile products of higher performance. Market research by Cahners In-Stat [5]

reports that the wireless local area network (WLAN) chipset market grows to over $ 1

billion by 2004 from $ 319 million in 2001. In addition, much research for next gener-

ation wireless systems and global positioning systems (GPS) is performed to support

interactive multimedia services, and global mobility and service portability [6]t7lt8l.

Since mobile applications require a long-lasting operation and a small form factor,

system-on-chip (SOC) technology emerges as the best solution to reduce power con-
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sutnption aud cottplexity of integratecl systerns. In aclclition, a strict requirement for

accurate frequency operation under signal interference rnust be met as the complexity
of wireless systems is increased. Nleanwhile, a great nuurber of technical issues such

as thermal interaction aud crosstalk between mixed analog ancl digital cores remain to
be solved to integrate a systen in a srnall chip area1. Consequently, active research

centering arouncl clevice technologies is conducted to attenuate unacceptable effects

causecl by a conductive substrate or external radiation.

In the telecouununication ettvironrnent, undesirecl signals such as device noise or signal

interference generally coexist with a required signal. Any signals that interfere with
the required signal can be regardecl as noise signals and an accurate extraction of the
requirecl signal from the received signals for wireless systems becornes a specific issue.

Such a tnatter is commonly correlated with noise performance of wireless transceivers,

particularly selectivity and sensitivity are utilisecl as a method to measure the overall
performance. Accorcling to Martin et al. [9], the selectivity is determinecl by phase noise

of a local oscillator (LO) ancl in particular, VCO noise characteristic. In consequence,

phase noise characteristic of the VCO operates as a key factor to decicle the maximum
nutlber of subscribers in a telecommunication service ancl the available number of
frequency channels.

Phase noise of the VCO is influenced by diverse noise sources. These sources are

rnainly comprisecl of the inherent noise characteristic of the VCO, the supply variation
and the substrate noise [9]. In addition, the division ratio of a frequency clivicler in
a phase-locked loop (PLL) ancl the bandwidth of the PLL itself are often regarcled as

critical factors for noise performance of the LO. Above all, phase noise among the noise

sources is the clorninant factor in detertnining the VCO performance. Figure 1.1 shows

the effect of phase noise in frequency translation of an RF receiver.

The received signal spectrum contmonly consists of a weak clesired signal and many

strong adjacent channels. If the LO signal is a pure tone, the desirecl signal is down-

converted without error. However, if the desired signal is mixed with the LO signal

lFor example, ground noise becomes a problem for analog cilcuitry since digital switching rnay
cause variations in signal ground. It is because of current variations during the switching cycle.
Analog bÌocks are more sensitive to this ploblem tiran the digital counterpart.

2
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Figure 1.1: Non-ideal frequency translation [1]

constituting of phase noise and a spurious tone, the desired signal with the adjacent

signals are down-converted and can fall in the same frequency band. Consequently,

partial adjacent signals are added to the desired signal and the translated signals

degrade the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the receiver. On this account, it becomes

an essential issue to reduce phase noise in VCOs.

I.2 Advanced Device Technology: Silicon-on-Sapphire

CMOS

Considerable efforts to improve the noise performance of the LOs has been made

through vigorous studies around phase noise of PLLs in Lim et al. [10], Chien and

Gray [11] and Lin et al. [I2]. First of all, diverse approaches on low phase noise of

VCOs based on CMOS technology have formed the main stream [13][14][15][16]. Since

a Si-based field effect transistor (FET) functioning was presented for the first time

by Khang and Atala in 1960 [17], the CMOS device technology has been recognized

as a promising substitute for contemporary device technologies such as bipoloar junc-

1
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tion transistor (BJT) and galliurn arsenicle (GaAs) r,vith advantages of low cost, low

power consumption and high integration in microelectronic inclustry. However, the

typical bulk CN,IOS structure causes nonlinearity, coupling effect and high loss, ancl

its poor passive components seriously contribute cleepening noise ancl malfunctions to

RF wireless or space-qualified applications. To overcome such shortcomings of CNIOS

technology, alternative approaches have been uncler consideration with existing device

technologies such as SOS and SOI that have been clisregardecl due to high manufac-

turing cost and low yield cornparecl to bulk CNIOS technologies.

As a variation of SOI CVIOS technology, SOS CMOS technology developed by Rockwell

em.erges as a goocl solution for reducing cross-talk, substrate effect, nonlinearity ancl

Iow Q factor in rnixed signal processing or RF circuits [18]. In particular in monolithic

implernentation of a VCO, a high Q factor of passive clevices is essential for low phase

noise. Although SOI technology was originally devisecl for radiation-hardenecl sptrce

ancl urilitary applications, the application scope is being widened owing to its superior

device characteristics.

SOI CN4OS technology is typically classified into partially-depleted (PD) and fully-

depleted (FD) SOI processes. The silicon active regions which are electrically isolatecl

as shown in Figure 1.2 eliminate the latch-up problem ancl increase the packing density

by adopting buriecl oxicle (BOX) fihn.

4

PD SOI

Gate

FD SOI

Gate
LOCOS
Oxide Film

Drain / Source (P-)

Body

Si supporting substrate (P-type) Depletion layer

Figure 1.2: PD/FD SOI p-channel NIOSFETs

Buried Oxide Film (BOX)Buried Oxide Film (BOX)

I
I \\]K

Due to the lower parasitic capacitance associated with smaller junction areas compared
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with bulk CMOS, SOI CMOS technology provides high speed switching and lower

leakage current between adjoining transistors. Specifically, FD SOI offers more merits

than PD SOI because FD SOI reduces the charge sharing in the channel region and

the depletion capacitance. As a result, it improves tolerance for short channel effect

and realizes a better subthreshold slope.

In contrast, SOS CNIOS technology, as illustrated in Figure 1.3 (ultra-thin silicon

(UTSi) pïocess technology of Peregrine Semiconductor Corp. [19]), provides an en-

hanced device characteristic through replacing Si substrate with sapphire compared to

SOI CMOS technology.

b

lfi

Spacer

Source Drain Source Drain

-NLDD: nitride lightly doped drain

-PLDD: phosphorous lightly doped drain

Figure 1.3: CMOS architecture in UTSi SOS process.

Besides, a reduced lifetime of minority carrier (electron for p-channel metal oxide semi-

conductor (PMOS) or hole for n-channel MOS (NMOS)) as well as improved electrical

characteristics in PMOS makes SOS CMOS technology more beneficial compared with

existing SOI CMOS [20]. The reduced lifetime of minority carrier indicates SOS CMOS

technology can suppress body effect resulting in weaker kink effect and consequently

improve immunity for noise sensitivity [21][22]. The higher thermal conductivity of sap-

phire substrate can lessen self-heating effect in comparison with SOI CMOS. Due to a

thick insulating layer of sapphire, induced current by EM fleld is rarely formed in the

Sapphire substrate

NLDD PLDD

N+ P+Thin N-epiP+N+Thin P-epi
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(a) NNIOS cross-coupled oscillatol (b) Colpitts oscillator

Figure 1.4: Basic LC VCOs.

variable capacitors (varactors) attenuates the oscillating signalsa, âctive transistors in
the LC VCOs 'ù¡ork as an energy loss compensator to the LC tank. In consequence,

Q factor of the passive devices including the varactors becomes a critical factor for

lowering phase noise.

According to Leeson's model [40], phase noise of the VCO is generally mitigated as the

core power of LC VCOs increases and can be directly controlled by clirect current (DC)

bias current. Howevet, a better phase noise performance is actually obtainable in a
limitecl range of the bias current (current-limitecl regime) and tends to be deteriorative

over a certain value. In addition, it is advisable to set the DC current at a proper level

since it is related with an issue of power consumption. Phase noise characteristics of

VCOs will be discussed further in Chapter 2.

4Without supptying energy to the LC tank, the amplitude of output signals comes to be gradually

smallel and finally the oscillation stops.
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t.4 Research Motivation for Low Power Low Noise

LC VCOs

phase noise and power consumption are critical factors for mobile products. In wireless

applications, the required power consumption and phase noise for LOs are a trade-off

depending on telecommunication standards. However, the issues of power consumption

a¡d phase noise have a close relation to mobile communication, particularly the VCOs

as an integrated. component of the LOs. For this purpose, much endeavor related to the

noise performance of VCOs with low power issue is still being conducted on the basis

of an inexpensive cMos process. As shown in Table 1.1, most experiments have been

mainly performed in typical CMOS processes. Furthermore a variety of inductors such

as a hollow circular iuductor [41], a patterned-ground shield inductor 142], a multi layer

inductor [43] and a differential inductor [44] have been investigated for the purpose of

enhancing LC-tank Q on silicon substrate since Q factor improvement of passive clevices

is determinative for the phase noise performance [45]'

However, the conductive layer causes a large amount of signal loss by inevitable EM field

or external radiation compared to SOS CMOS process as mentioned in Section 1.25'

lVloreover, approaches to design low power low noise oscillators in SOS CNIOS process

can be advantageous by low loss substrate and linear high transconductance transistors.

In view of the manufacturing cost, the SOS CIUOS is comparable to the bulk CMOS

per square millimeter and costs much less compared to silicon germanium (SiGe) and

GaAs processes by around 40 to 70 percentage [46]'

Hajimiri [47] suggests that design complexity ancl power consumption of LC-tank VCOs

generally increase over 10 GHz frequency to obtain spectral purity, wider tuning range

ancl high gain of transistors. However, some recent papers [26][48][49] related to LC

VCOs are showing good research results arguing the hypothesis even if power con-

sumption is gradually increasing at higher frequency. This inrlicates LC VCOs can be

exploited for high frequency (HF) applications.

Meanwhile, flicker noise (1//) of SOS metal oxicle semiconductor field efiect transis-

5To alleviate the substrate loss, high resistive or suspended (i'e. empty) substrate can be provided

I

for RF devices implementation.
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tors (N4OSFETs) becomes a critical issue due to severe lattice mismatch in compariso¡.
with bulk CiVIOS [50] and the noise up-conversion to phase noise may require a¡1 ap-
proachable minimization techuique. In orcler to accomrnoclate these issues, additional
resea¡ch on approaches to low phase noise LC VCOs in the prominent device process of
SOS CMOS technology is necessarily accompanied with aclcled low power advantage.

The LC VCO design in this research is targeted for implementation in a 0.5 ¡-rm SOS
CMOS process for direct conversion WLAN (IEEB 802.11 a) transceiver operating at
5.8 GHz ISM band (5.725 - 5.850 GHz). A single ancl a quaclrature LC VCO are
clesigned toward a phase noise better than -115 dBc/Hz (c of clBc: carrier) at an offset
frequency of 3 MHz in below 1 V power supply. Table 1.1 witl be usecl as a benchmark in
evaluating the performance of the LC VCOs designecl in terms of low power dissipation
and phase noise' The utilised design procedure in this research follows a typical RF
integrated circuit (iC) design flow as shown in Figure 1.5 and can be changed dependi¡g
on available IC computer-aided design (CAD) tools. The conductecl research covers
post-layout sitnulation just before fabrication step (which is not shown in the flow of
Figure 1.5) ancl the resistance-capacitance (RC) extraction step is replaced with E1VI

field sirnulation.

1.5 Contributions of the Thesis

The major contributions made in this thesis are

1. to provide a low power LC oscillator as an Ip core.

Power dissipation in wireless applications is specially critical for portable clevices.
In addition, it is advisable to design a low power VCo in a small chip area. To
reduce a power consumption of the oscillator core, peripheral circuits inclusive
of a current source will be excluded. This also makes the LC VCo compact.
High Q symmetric inductor is designed for lowering energy loss which is directly
associated with negative resistance, thus decreasing MOSFET frnger number.
The LC VCO designecl in this thesis consumes the lowest power at b.8 GHz
compared to what presented in the accessible literature.

10
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Figure 1.5: Full custom RF IC design flow

2. to improve a phase noise perfolrnance of LC VCOs at a given low power supply

voltage.

As the power supply voltage is reduced, available tank voltage amplitude de-

creases. Therefore, VCO phase noise performance must not be degraded because

the low power output spectrum becomes sensitive to noise. At a low supply volt-

age below 1 V, a filtering technique using a planar inductor and a metal-insulator-

metal (MiM) capacitor can be benefrcial to suppress flicker-incluced upconversion

to phase noise and applied to filter out problematic second-order harmonics' A

monolithic inductor and a NIOS varactor of LC tank are optimised to achieve

high Q tank.

3. to provide a design methodology for high Q integrated inductor in SOS CNIOS

ificat¡on
Meet
Spec

Post-layout
Simulation

/!
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Quality of passive devices such as an integrated incluctor is one of quite important
factors to determine phase noise performance of LC VCOs. In this thesis, a pro-
cedure for optimizing a symmetric inductor on sapphire substrate is investigated.
This optimisation was conducted using quasi-BD modelling method.

1.6 Thesis Organization

This thesis consists of six chapters:

Chapter 1 introduces the motive of the research on a low-power low-phase noise LC
VCO in SOS CMOS device technology.

Chapter 2 presents a complete analysis of LC VCO in terms of its oscillation mecha-
nism ancl noise characteristics.

Chapter 3 presents a variety of on-chip inductors and their characteristics. Nzlodelling,

design and analysis of symmetric inductors on sapphire substrate are conducted on 2.b
dimension (D) EM simulation environment

Chapter 4 surveys a variety of tank varactors in CNIOS fabrication process together
with UTSi SOS process and introduces an analysis process for an optimum Q varactor
through co-simulation methodologv.

Chapter 5 presents the design proceclure of low-power low-phase noise single and
quadrature LC VCOs, and provides simulation results in IJTSi SOS 0.b pm process
from post-layout designs.

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by comparing the overall VCO performance with other
VCos presented in the literature and presents suggestions for future work.

12



Chapter 2

Negative Transconductance

Voltage- Controlled Oscillator

Fundamentals

An oscillator is a circuit with a sustained oscillation without input stimulus. The os-

cillator needs to be stabilized in frequency to correct frequency instability caused by

inherent parasitic resistances of its integrated components, effects of the noise sources

and its nonlinear operation associated with phase noise. This chapter focuses on the

oscillation theory, the operational analysis and the phase noise characteristic of a neg-

ative transconductance (-G ^) voltage-controlled oscillator (vco ) .

2.t -G* Oscillation TheorY

Most mobile applications adopt a method of frequency synthesis for signal demodu-

Iation and modulation using a local phase-locked loop (PLL). In order to upconvert

outgoing baseband or d.ownconvert incoming RF signals, it is necessary to provide con-

trollable periodic signals to a mixer. A VCO is required to generate variable oscillation

frequency to meet the telecommunication standard'

An RF oscillator is characterized by a self-sustaining mechanism to oscillate at a specific

frequency band. The continuous oscillation can be implemented and analyzed with a
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feedback network for amplifying periodic signals. Figure 2.1 depicts the linear time-
invariant (LTI) system with feedback.

H(s)

V¡, Vout

Figure 2.1: Linear time invariant (LTI) system with feedback

The transfer function of the system in Figure 2.1 is

%*(") 11(')
(2.r)X"(") 1 + II(s)

The conclitions for oscillation to occur requires that the magnitude of the loop gain at
an oscillation frequency is equal to unity ancl the phase shift is zero.

2.L.L One-port Oscillator

An oscillator with a frequency selective network (i.e. LC resonator) can be analyzecl
with a one-port network as in Figure 2.2.

Resonant
part

+

l¡,
Vout

-Rp

Figure 2.2: One-port oscillator

t -J_ ............. rFoC¡
L¡ Active

part

Co, Lo and 'Ro represent an ideal capacitance, inductance ancl a parasitic resistance
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of the LC tankl, respectively. Looking into the active part, -Ao denotes a negative

resistance of the active MOSFET pair to cancel the parasitic resistance. The current

source o1 Ii+ models an initial noise current injected into the tank circuit, which is

originated from the active part.

A typical LC VCO can be divided into two functional blocks of an active part and a

resonant part as shown in Figure 2.3.

Voo

a2

part
Resonant

Active
part

'Våit.Vout-

VDS MrMr

-----|

la¡""

Figure 2.3: Typical NIVIOS pair VCO schematic

The resonant part consists of an integrated inductor and a variable capacitor tuned to

generate a resonant frequency. Ifthe inductor ancl capacitor are ideal, energy loss is not

occurrecl in the tank since no parasitic resistance exists. Consequently, the resonant

part can infinitely provide oscillation without damping the output signals'

However, all of actual integrated components commonly have the parasitic resistance

due to their metalisation or clefect during fabrication resulting in unavoiclable charge

loss (i.e. electric and magnetic energy loss). Accorclingly, the tank represents a clecaying

oscillatory behaviour due to reduced signal power ancl eventually oscillation stops as

lThe parasitic resistance actually indicates a wide range of parasitic resistances added from the

/
Vce

Cvarl Cvarz

adjacent components to the tank.
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depictecl in Figure 2.4.

ñ

Vout

l¡n

t

Figure 2.4: Damping oscillatory behaviour by parasitic resistance of the tank.

To sustain oscillation, the corresponding energy loss in the tank is required to be
compensated by an energy source such as BJT or MOSFET active clevice. From this
viewpoint, active devices work as a compensatory factor for the lossy components.
The negative transconductance2 (or -G-) is adopted for the LC vco to provide a
compensatory meaning against the energy consumption by the parasitic resistances.

2.7.2 -G-, Oscillator

As for generation mechanism of the negative resistance, it is intuitive to i¡spect DC op-
eration of the -G- oscillator. Since the NMOS pair in Figure 2.3 operates in saturation
region, the bias current (1¡,1*) can be definecl as:

,7WI¡i* : ,lUC*(Vcs - Vrr)', (2.2)

provided that a long channel MOSFET model is used neglecting body effect at low
frequency. The transconductance of each transistor in the NMOS-pair configuration is

derived as:

2Passive devices cause energy dissipation by thermal heating. Contrary to the customary meaning,
minus t) in front of the negative resistance (-,Ro) indicates suppiying energ'y such as a power supply
or an active device.
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G^: m: ¡rc,-){v.s - vrn). (2'3)

If icteal active devices of the NMOS pair are used, each side of the NMOS pair can be

modelled as a cyclostationary3 current source of which characteristic is dominated by

the geometry and fabrication process as shown in Figure 2.5.

t7

V

Rp= -2lG'

+>
V

+ +

Val GrVaz GmV"l Vaz -2lRp -2lRp

Figure 2.5: Conceptual negative resistance of the LC VCO

Since the G- parameter can be replaced with negative resistance, the NNIOS-pair active

part of the oscillator is simplifled to the two resistive components. In DC analysis, the

tank inductors work as a series of shortened metal strips (i.e. short circuit) and the

variable capacitors become an opened node by frequency characteristic of the capacitor

dielectric material. Consequently, the negative resistance becomes connected to the

equivalent tank of the simplified VCO of Figure 2.2 in parallel and cancel the energy

loss in the tank at alternative current (AC) response.

Contrary to a conventional in-/output system, the VCO has no input port for stimu-

Iating the oscillator to induce regular output signals as can be seen in Figure 2.6.

Subsequently, the startup of oscillation seems to be vague. Such ambiguity can be

settled by thermal noise of the active part which affects the initial oscillation startup

of the VCO.

3Generally speaking, each side of the NIOSFET pair regularly turns on/off regarding on the oscil-

+

iation period to generate a differential output
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vdd

PMOS pair

r

Vout +
Vtune

Vout -

NMOS

Current
source

Figure 2.6: Typical complementary -G^ VCO schematic.

Thermal noise has a quasi-constant power up to 100 GHz (white noise) comparecl to
flicker or power noise ancl is generated in the transistors as the bias current flows
through the active part. In acldition, therrnal noise by resistive component of the tank
inductor provides a startup factor for oscillation. Within a frequency band determinecl
by the resonant part, the thermal noise is arnplified with difierential outputs along the
feedback loop and repeated to be suppressed by the resonant part. Such a cyclic oper-
ation drives the loop gain of the oscillator over 1 and with voltage limiting mechanism,
forces the oscillator into a steady state oscillation.

2.I.3 Analysis of Complementary -G* Oscillator

In contrast to NX4OS or PMOS-only cross-coupled oscillators, a cornplementary -G*
oscillator (also known as a double cross-coupled oscillator) has a differential voltage
swing limited by supply voltage (V"o).An NMOS-only cross-coupled oscillator gener-

ates an output voltage swing over Vpp at the drain port due to the same bias reference

to Vpp. Nleanwhile, the complementary cross-coupled oscillator shuts off the bias cur-
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rent at the same situation since the PIVIOS cross-coupled pair goes into cutoff mode.

Furthermore, the typical -G- oscillator generally adopts a current source to provide

a stable bias current through a current mirror. Therefore, the output swing is limited

by the transistor gains of the cross-coupled N/PMOS pairs ancl the bias current. As

a result, the maximum differential amplitude at the output ports can reach close to

ypp without cutting off the output swing, through setting the zero crossing-point of

the differential voltage swing at half Vnoo.

As shown in Figure 2.7, the complementary -G* oscillator can be reconstructed with

two inverters from the original schematic of Figure 2.6.

PMOS
inverters

LC
resonator

Vout- Vout+

NMOS
inverters

Figure 2.7: Equivalent complementary -G- oscillator with inverters

Since a CMOS inverter consists of a couple of NMOS/PNIOS transistors, the simplified

oscillator results in two individual G.ryI,,-o" (NNIOS transconcluctance) and G,1n¡,0*o.

(PNIOS transconductance) combined in parallel. The negative resistance can be written

AS:

'-/

_n
tameg - ^ 

t t't 1

u,4/,nmos -Ï_ LrÀ/,pmos
(2.4)

aThe output amplitude of NMOS or PIVIOS-only counterparts is only dependant on the tail current
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provided that the NNIOS and PMOS pairs are sized appropriately. Such an increase

in the total negative resistance leads to enlarge the \4OSFETs gain as large as twice
at a given bias current. Hence, this results in a better phase noise characteristic of the
cross-coupled VCO contrary to an NMOS or PVIOS-only counterpart. Such CNIOS
inverters are providecl by tlie IC manufacturing companies in optimisecl full custom
layout cells and can be easily utilisecl for optimal VCO designs.

2.1.4 Fbequency T\rning Range of -Gn Oscillator

The oscillation frequency of an LC VCO is determined by a combination of the LC-
tank inductance and capacitance of which impedance magnitude becomes equal. Con-
sequently, the oscillation frequency is set by the resonant frequencv of the tanl<6 and
is defined as:

fo: 1

2r y/T(C* ¡ q;' (2.5)

where /6 is the oscillation frequeucy, C,o. and Cpar àre the tank varactor capacitance
and parasitic capacitance? respectively and tr is the tank inductance.

The total LC-tank capacitance that determines the oscillation frequency with the tank
inductance is clominated by a parasitic capacitance of the N/PMOS cross-coupled pair,
the tank varactor capacitance and the inductor parasitic capacitance. The inductor
forms its parasitic capacitance by a synthetic combination of a crosstalk capacitance
between adjacent wires, a coupling capacitance between input and output ports ancl

an overlap capacitance between the metal strips ancl the cross connection. In addition,
a field oxide capacitance and a substrate capacitance can be included to the total
inductor parasitic capacitance. The varactor capacitance is mainly determined by the
intrinsic capacitance in inversion or accumulation operation mode. Since the tuning
range (-F¿u.") is represented with a ratio of the maximum (,f-.*), minimum (/-¡") and
center (1.) frequencies as:

5Strictly speaking, it is mainly limited to digital applications.
6A word of rrresonantrrmeans an equilibrium status in which no energy exchange occurs between

the tank inductor and capacitor at a certain frequency.
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fìr."
rr
,l max .,1 mtn

f.
the actual tuning range is rewritten as

+

(2.6)

(2.7)
Cpar *Cm in Cp^r-lC^a*

F¡rn":2 x
*C-i" Cpr.*C*u*

From Eq.(2.7), it can be said that Cp.. broadly contributes to the oscillation frequency

and particularly, the largest tuning range is achievable if the Cp", is the smallest.

Looking into the N/PMOS cross-coupled pairs at the two differential output nodes in

Figure 2.6, a gate-to-source capacitance (Cn") and a gate-to-drain capacitance (Cra) can

be represented as parasitic capacitances added into the tank capacitance. Figure 2.8

shows the two parasitic capacitances in a double cross-coupled LC oscillator.

vdd

cgd

Vtune
Vout + Vout -

Figure 2.8: Parasitic capacitances of Cn¿ and Cs"

cgs

-ì--t-

Assuming that a virtual ground is connected to the common node of the tank varac-
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tors, the net capacitance tunes the LC oscillator to a lower oscillation frequency and
results in a frequency deviation from the targeted oscillation frequency. In clesigning

an oscillator, consideration of the parasitic capacitance becomes an important issue

because a tradeoff exists between the device size and tuning range. In order to obtain
a large amplitude for low phase noise, the device size must be as large as possible since

the gain (G-) of the cross-coupled pair is proportional to f . However, the increased.

device size correspondingly increases the parasitic capacitance and affects the tuning
range of the oscillator.

In addition, the gate resistance works as a frequency-limiting factor of the negative G-
oscillator at high frequency. As demonstrated in Figure 2.9, a gate resistance (rqr) is
in series with a gate capacitance of a cross-coupled active device in the smaÌl sig¡al
model at high frequencyT.

Rs

+ \
Cn" vn"

GrVs"

Figure 2.9: simplifled small signal lvIosFET model at high frequency,

From Figure 2.9, the combined lBn and Cn" have a characteristic of a low pass filter.
Consequently, the input admittance includes a pole determined by the value of rR, and
Cg" and tends to increase the magnitude of the negative resistance at high frequency.

To minimise the parasitic resistance, the MOSFETs of the oscillator must be laid out
with a multiple finger structure.

7A gate-to-drain capacitance (Csa) is ignored due to the fact that it can be added into the tank
circuit as a lumped element.

/
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2.2 Phase Noise Fundamentals

2.2.I Phase Noise Definition

For RF oscillators, the most critical characteristic is frequency stability. Oscillator noise

characteristic related to the stability is mainly estimated with jitter in time clomain

for clock recovery and phase noise in frequency clomain for frequency synthesis'

Phase noise is usually quantifled by the noise power of a single sideband in an 1 Hz

bandwidth at an offset angular frequency (Aø) from the fundamental angular frequency

(øe). It has a unit of decibel below the carrier signal per Hertz (dBclHz) and is defined

AS:

L{L^u}:10los [P"a(øo 
+éø'r¡r' )1, (2'8)I r" I'

where P"u(uo I Lø¡¡1") represents the single sideband power at an offset angular

frequency of Aø from the carrier with a measurement bandwidth of 1 Hz.

Assuming that an oscillator generates a pure sinusoidal signal, i.e. I/""¡(t) : A sin(øoúf

d), the output signal of the ideal oscillator has only one frequency component (Dirac

Impulse) in frequency domain. Here, A, c,Js and d are defined as the amplitude of the

sinusoidal output, the oscillation angular frequency and the initial phase reference of

the oscillator, respectively.

However, an actual oscillator presents time-depenclant fluctuations of output amplitude

(A(ú)) and phase (d(ú)) caused by inherent noises of the integrated clevices and its

nonlinear operation. Correspondingly, the stainless output spectrum is rearranged

by [51]:

%*(ú) : vol1 + ,4(¿)lsin(ø6ú + 0(t)), (2'9)

where J/o is the voltage amplitude of the output waveforms. In frequency domain,

as a result, the oscillation frequency band spreads to both sidebands centerecl with

the fundamental impulse spectrum by random variation of the amplitude and phase

components in time domain. Figure 2.10 illustrates a comparison between an ideal

sinusoidal spectrum ancl an actual output spectrum with phase noise.
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.PSD : power spectral density

PSD

ú)o

ldeal oscillatory
waveform

PSD

cùo

Phase noise in an
actual oscillator

1Hz

Figure 2.10: Ideal sinusoidal output and actual oscillation spectrum with phase noise.

The fluctuations of amplitude and phase in oscillatory outputs can be observecl through
impulse response of the oscillator [51]. Figure 2.11 illustrates the irnpulse response of
an ideal oscillator with regard to its output amplitude and phase.

i(t)
ô(¡- e) i(t)

x t

Vout Vout

Vmax AV Vmax

A

x

Figure 2.11: Instantaneous impulse response on amplitude and phase of an ideal LC
oscillator.
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If a current impulse is injected at the maximum voltage, only an amplitude change is

occurred without phase shift. In case of the amplitude impulse response, ANI noise

is attenuated by a voltage limiter (i.e. automatic gain control (AGC)) or a nonlinear

limiting mechanism of the oscillator by a tail current and a supply voltage. In RF

systems, the output of an oscillator is amplitude limited before it flows into the input

of a mixer.

On the other hand, there will be a maximum phase shift with a minimum effect on

the amplitucle will result if the injected current is applied at the zero crossing point as

shown in Figure 2.11. Contrary to the amplitude impulse response) the excess phase

is indefinitely sustained since the excess phase is not disappeared or extinguished by

the AGC or the nonlinearity of the circuit. For these reasons, phase noise primarily

contributes to the noise characteristic of the oscillator.

2.2.2 Phase Noise Model I - Linear Time Invariant Model

The semi-empirical (heuristic) model known as the Leeson-Cutler phase noise model [52]

is based on an LTI system for an LC tank oscillator. This model predicts the phase

noise (-L{Aø}) to be:

L{a,a}:10,oe {æl'.(#h)'l ('.ff)}, (2 10)

where F. is an empirical parameter (known as I'device excess noise number"), k is Boltz-

mann's constant, fl is the absolute temperature, P"ig is the average power dissipated

in the resistive part of the tank, ø6 is the oscillation frequency, Q" is the effective Ç

factor of the tank including all of the loadings and Aø is the offset angular frequency

from the carrier and Aø177. is the angular frequency of the corner between 7lf3 and

7f f2 region (as shown in Figure 2.I2).

The equation for Leeson-Cutler model can effectively explain the typical phase noise

characteristics in all of the three regions in Figure 2.12 assuming that F and Lf f3 are

accurately known. However, the difficulty in predicting the phase noise performance

using this model comes front the fact that F and L,ay¡¡" are frtting parameters. In

initial design status, these empirical parameters are seldom known since F excludes
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Figure 2.I2: Typical plot of the phase noise of an oscillator versus carrier offset (Aø)

nonlinear frequency conversion effects andTlfs is not equal to the 1// noise corner of

the active clevices. Furthermore, this phase noise model is based on a linear oscillator

in steady state, which can explain a nârrow range of phase noise in a practical case.

Therefore, the model has a lirnited usage in estimating the phase noise performance

for a cliscrete VCO design with a relatively high Q inductor.

2.2.3 Phase Noise Model II - Linear Time Variant Model

An oscillator in practice is characterized by time-varied nature periodically and mod-

elled by a linear time-variant (LTV) system [53] (known also as Hajimiri model). This

model quantifies the phase noise through applying a series of current impulses represent-

ing the noise sources of the integrated devices of the oscillator. The current impulses

results in an instantaneous voltage change across the capacitor of the oscillator (no

effect on the current through the inductor) and shift both of the tank amplitude and

phase depending on the injected time. Subsequently, a small amount of the injected

charge can be modelled as a linear relation with the resultant phase shifb as:

^ó:r(""Ò#- rr,o')#. (2 11)

The function, f(r), is called the impulse sensitivity function (ISF) of which impulse

response can verify the conversion of the device noise in the oscillator to phase noise
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more accurately. The ISF can be expressed as a Fourier series since it is a perioclic

function by:

ôo

f (ø6r) : co lÐ".cos(nasr I on), Q'r2)

where d, is the phase of the nth harmon;;a c, is the coefficient at the nth harmonic.

This noise model can also account for the upconversion of I I f noise into in-phase noise

(low-offset phase noise) and the noise folding of the oscillation frequency harmonics

into phase noise. In particular, it is verified that fhe 7lf noise upconversion can be

minimised through acquiring the minimum DC coefficient, c0 of the ISF. Since the cs

of the ISF depends on the symmetry of the output waveforms [53], a complementary

-G- oscillator suppresses the upconversion more compared to non-complementary

oscillators. It is due to this fact that the complementary -G- oscillator generates more

symmetric waveforms assuming that both gains of N/P cross-coupled active devices are

equal.

The shortcoming of the LTV model is likewise the LTI model in that both models lack a

physical insight: First of all, a physical insight is lacked in the moclel. The LITV rnodel

adopts a complicated modelling method using a mathematical approach to explain the

generation mechanism of phase noise. Accordingly, the model is not straightforwa,rcl to

practically explain the physical mechanism of phase noise. In particular, an optimised

noise modulating function (NMF) to explain a noise by cyclostationary variation of

operating points in cross-coupled MOSFETs is actually clifficult to obtain. It is because

the calculation is dominantly based on the minimization of DC coeffi.cient of ISF at

each nod.e of the oscillator through its numerous iteration. In addition, flicker noise

upconversion to phase noise cannot be clearly explained using this model. In comrnon,

accurate noise model for MOSFET devices are stiil not available for IílV systems

including the LTI model.

To give a physical insight for phase noise, Rael and Abidi [54] introduces a physical

process of phase noise dedicatecl in resonator-based oscillators. This process is based

on the thermal induced noise of the LC resonator, tail current and cross-coupled pair

including flicker noise upconversion. Compared to the Hajimiri model, it seems to

be derivecl to explain the noise conversion mechanism more clearly on the basis of
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the physical operation of differential LC oscillators. Nleanwhile, it provides a clue for
valiclity to filter the 2"d harmonic, which is applied to the design of low noise oscillators
presented in this research. This model will be described briefly in Chapter b.

In this research, an approach to low phase noise of a clifferential LC oscillator is per-
formed basecl on the LTV model with the physical und.erstanding of phase noise con-

version mechanism. In the next Chapter, symmetric on-chip inductors for high quality
factor are clesigned based on 2.5 dimension modelling environment. The optimisatiol
procedure and final inductors for targeting LC VCOs in Chapter 5 are introducecl.



Chapter 3

On-Chip Planar Inductors for Low

Phase Noise LC VCOs

In obtaining low phase noise LC VCOs, it becomes a key issue to reduce inevitable

energy loss occurrecl in the LC-tank circuit. In particular, the tank Q is governed by

the lowest Q f.actor among integrated components such as on-chip planar inductors

and varactors inclusive of external components of LC VCOs. Since on-chip inductors

generally exhibit a worst Q factor, high Q inductor design is essential for low phase

noise LC VCOs.

In this chapter, an energy loss mechanism in on-chip inductors is explainecl and a

variety of inductors which are currently being investigated are introduced. For the

LC-tank inductor, symmetric planar incluctors are designed and analyzed on 2.5D EM

simulation environment in 0.5 pm UTSi SOS1 CNIOS process. These inductors are

optimised with constrained sets for a single ancl quadrature LC VCO operating at

5.8 GHz in a given area.

3.1 Introduction

An inductor is a critical component of wireless RF systems, which have prompted a

great deal of efforts towards high performance and high integration density. Since

1 Peregrine Semiconductor Inc. (http://www.peregrine-semi.com/)
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the successful implementation of on-chip incluctors [55], incluctances up to 20 nH are

realizable in silicon-compatible IC processes using planar spiral geouretries [b6]. On-
chip planar inductors are currently utilised in oscillators, arnplifiers and filters along
with impeclance matching ancl transformation network.

3.1.1 The Definition of Inductor Q Factor

For passive devices, Q factor has a significant meaning to estirnate the perforrna¡ce.
This is because the perforrnance of RF micro-systems such as low noise arnplifiers (LNAs)
ancl VCOs is related to the clevice quality.

In general, the Q factor of an irductor can be expressed as:

o,:"L -2rrúYL R." R"" ' (3'1)

where Q¿ indicates Q factor of the inductor, .R"" is the effective series resistance of the
incluctor, tr is the equivalent incluctance of the inductor, a¡ ís a radian frequelcy and

/¿ is the operation frequency of the inductor. ,R"" can be explainecl with the elergy
loss of the incluctors due to the substrate loss, radiation of thermal energy ancl voltage
drop in the incluctor rnetal tracks. That is, the energy loss occurrecl i¡ the inductor
strips dominates the performauce of the incluctor. In terms of energy loss, Q factor
can be also clefined as:

Q: maximum energy stored
(3.2)

energy dissipated per cycle
As indicated by Eq. (3.2), Q factor indicates how much energy is lost arnong the energy
stored in an inductor per cycle when AC currents flow along the incluctor.

3.L.2 Electromagnetic Loss Mechanism in on-chip Inductors

In general, EN¡I fields are formed as shown in Figure 3.1 when an AC current source is

applied to the in/output ports of an incluctor.

The flelds are mainly translated into two parts:

o Electric fields by voltage difference along the spiral traces (-), between the metal
tracks (---+), ancl between a ground plane and the spiral strips (--)
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Figure 3.1: Blectromagnetic flelds of on-chip inductors on silicon substrate.

o Magnetic field by AC current signals flowing along the spiral traces ( )

Such EM fields formed in the monolithic inductor build up several types of energy

losses. These losses are:

t. Ohmic Loss

This loss occurs by resistive components of winding inductor strips which ob-

structs current signal flows (---+) and produce voltage drops (-+). It usually de-

pends on the metalisation thickness and type of materials used in a fabrication

process. Therefore, thick top metal layer and high conductive material such as

copper (Cu) can be utilised for this purpose.

z. Capacitive Coupling Loss

A path of capacitive coupling forms through the substrate ( -) in that the sub-

strate layer is generally grouncled as described in Figure 3.1. This coupling effect

can be diminìshed by utilizing the top metal layer of an IC manufacturing process
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as well as a thick oxide far from the ground plane to reduce the parasitic capac-

itance. Taking these issues into consideration can im.prove inductor e factor.

3. Magnetic Coupling Loss

This type of loss takes place by the following two physical phenomena.

. Skin Effect
Since a current flows along the skin layer of the inductor tracks at high
frequency (skin effect), the effective resistance of a conductive metal layer

increases with regard to frequency increase. It is due to the fact that the
effective area flowing current is reduced to skin depth. The formula for skin
depth (q) is given by:

(3 3)

where p is the conductivity of inductor metal strips, / is the operation fre-
quency ancl p is the relative permeability of the metal line2. Intuitively,
the more the metal line is thickened, the more skin effect will be relatively
alleviated. This implies that the width of inductor strips is critical to govern

the Q factor in designing on-chip incluctors.

. Eddy Current
According to Maxwell's equations, time-varying magnetic field of conductors

naturally induces a current flow (eddy current) given by:

t' u'd"i:- //",,,*"#.-ou (3'4)

This eddy current is generated to a direction ofprotecting the change of the
time-varying magnetic freld. Also, the effect becomes more serious as fre-

quency increases due to the fact that induced electric field is proportional to
9-zFor instance,TS ¡.r,m metalisation thickness of 4.5x107 S/m conductivity at I IVIHz becomes 2.37

pm at 1 GHz.

,:lh,
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the value of ôÈ lAí. Therefore, this current gradually diminishes the magni-

tude of the magnetic fleld and inductance loss occurs. Figure 3.2 illustrates

the eddy current in the substrate. Since such magnetic freld concentrated

Figure 3.2: Eddy current in the substrate

in the inner turns of the inductor induces eddy current below the inductor,

energy loss with reclucecl inductance lowers Q factor. This can also explain a

nonuniform current flow in the inner turns. To diminish undesirable effects

by this current, hollowing the inner turns can be considereds'

3.2 Integrated Inductors

In this section, configurations ofintegrated inductors uncler investigation are introduced

in terms of merits and clemerits briefly.

3For high frequency RF IC applications, this effect becomes less significant due to low inductance

requiremcnt.
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ential / suspendecl inductors are also utilised to improve e factor. Figure 3.6

describes typical monolithic inductors.

(a) Square spiral. (b) Circular spiral.

(c) Symmetric square spiral. (d) Balun

Figure 3.6: On-chip planar inductors.

In general, an on-chip inductor based on silicon substrate of typical 1-100 o-cm
resistivity suffers from energy loss by magnetically induced current. In order to
diminish such effects, patterned ground shield (PGS) la2l is suggested to lesse¡
magnetic loss through adopting grounded shields with patterned metal film. How-
ever, the finite shield resistance works as a factor of adclitional energy loss and
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lower inductance. It also causes an image current induced by magnetic fielcl below

the ground shielcls.

A multi-level,layer inductor [59] enables smaller occupied area, higher Q facíot

and increaseci incluctance in a given area. In case of dual metal-layer induc-

tors, the total metal resistance approaches nearly twice that of single metal-layer

ind.uctors. On the other hand, the overall incluctance can reach four times, pro-

viding that magnetic coupling between dual metal layers has no loss. Accordingly,

Q factor of dual metal-layer inductors becomes twice that of single metal-layer

incluctors from the definition of Q factor by:

- 4aL uL
Qauar : ffi:r#;--2Qu (3'5)

In reality, however, the Q factor is affected by the non-uniform resistance of each

metal layer, which usually has different metal thickness depending on the metal-

level. In addition, the parasitic and interwinding capacitance to the substrate

layer tend to increase. Consequently, it is necessary to pass an additional post-

processing step in fabrication process to increase resistivity of high-conductive sil-

icon substrate. Via arrays can be utilised for reducing interconnection resistance

between multllevel metal layers while simulation time and design complexity of

the inductor structure are quite increased'

On the other hand, a syrnmetric on-chip inductor [44][60] is investigated to

demonstrate beneflts to acquire a higher Q factor than other single-ended (asym-

metric) inductors. In particular, it can provicle a favourable inductance at a given

area by strong mutual inductance. Since a top-level metal layer is mainly utilised

for the symmetric inductor, it is advantageous to lower the metal resistance as-

sumed the thick top-level metalisation is providecl. IITSi SOS process supports

the thick top metal layer, which is three times comparecl to typical top metal

thickness of general ctigital CMOS processes. In this thesis, the symmetric induc-

tor (also known as differentially excited inductor) is researched to obtain a high

Q factor at high frequency on sapphire substrate. Further details are presented

in the next section.
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3.3 Monolithic Inductor Design

3.3.1 Silicon-on-Sapphire Substrate

As mentioned in Section 3.I.2, a concluctive substrate such as in bulk CMOS processes

works as a critical factor for energy loss. Accordingly, breakthroughs for avoicling or
lessening energy loss by EM field effects are quite necessary. On this account, SOI
process) especially SOS process offers advantages of low substrate loss causecl by high
resistive sapphire naterial and low capacitive coupling to the substrate. Compared
to separation by implantation of oxygen (SIÀtIOX)-SOI process, IITSi SOS process

provides a thick sapphire substrate that constitutes the whble substrate layer o¡ which
a thin epitaxial film is deposited. Figure 3.7 illustrates NMOS structures in the two
representative SOI processes.

Source Drain Source

N+

Drain

LDD
N+ N+

Si supporting substrate

LDD: Lishfly Doped Drain a..... ?""no,j"",So

LDD
N+

NLDD: Nitride Lightly
Doped Drain

Depleted
regrons

(a) SIMOX-SOI N1VIOS. (b) UTSi-SOS NlvIOS.

Figure 3.7: SIMOX-SOI and UTSi SOS NN{OS FET structures

General silicon dioxide (SiOr) film has a loss tangenta of around 0.00b in contrast
to the smaller value of < 0.0001 for sapphire material at 3 GHz [6t]. Hence, higher
loss occurs in SOI substrate when a thin dioxide layer is exploited instead of the thick
sapphire substrate. In addition, the irnproved isolation and lower self-heating effects by

4loss tangent indicates how much electromagnetic waves get damaged when passing through a

! epitaxia I
i layer !

sot

Cìate

^
rl

Sr thin <:pi layer

Sa¡rph irc

Cì ¡r tc:

N)

dielectric material
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high thermal conductivity (sapphire: 0.46 W/cm.K, SiO2: 0.014 W/cm'K) [62] provide

aclvantages of reduced signal interference and alleviation of lowering inductance in

integration of monolithic inductors. Considering the characteristic of the thick sapphire

film, magnetic loss, which is serious in bulk substrate at high frequency, does not

occur because of the nearly perfect insulating material. Therefore, induced currents

are negligible in the substrate layer. Since passive micro-cornponents can be formecl on

freld oxide (FOX) region [63], on-chip symmetric incluctors in this research are designed

without the thin silicon epitaxial layer.

3.9.2 Metalisation Modelling for Quasi-3D EM Simulation

General three dimension (3D) EM field simulation can be used to obtain accurate simu-

lation results close to expected measured values. Howevet, it requires a long simulation

time and a large physical memory due to the need of processing large quantities of data.

Meanwhile, 2.5D simulation methoclology can support an enough accuracy with less

computational resources.

2.5D stands for a stacked structure with 2D infinite planes. Consequently, integratecl

components necessary to model partial dielectric layers such as transistors or on-chip

capacitors are ineligible in 2.5D modelling method. Furthermore, all of the metal

layers are regardecl as thin conductive layers. Such a modelling environment may

cause undesirable effects in performance estimation of the integratecl inductors owing

to a substantial coupling effect between the sicle-walls of the metal tracks. It becomes a

critical factor if the metal strips of typical on-chip inductors are configurect in the same

thickness like the turn spacings. In 2.5D EM simulation environment, accordingly, it is

preferable to remodel all of the metal layers into two identical metal layers with an air

layer as shown in Figure 3.8. This approach will be referred to as quasi-3D moclelling.

Each metal layer is modelled as a pair of identical metal strips with half thickness of the

original metal layer. Between the divicled metal layers, an aclclitional air layer of relative

permittivit y €r-L is inserted with the same thickness of the metal layers [64]. Figure 3.9

d.emonstrates metal configurations derivecl from 2.5D and quasi-3D moclelling methods.

sThis phase can be neglected if the spacing between metal traces is much larger than the thickness

39

of metal layers.
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T

Figure 3.8: Metal configuration for quasi-3D modelling (T: metal thickness)

(a) 2.5D modelling. (b) Quasi-3D modelling

Figure 3.9: Configuration of a symmetric-square inductor in 2.5D/quasi-3D modelling

The approach to quasi-3D metal modelling can more effectively explain the dependency
ofthe series resistance (rB") on frequency variation. It is due to the fact that the currents
flowing along the metal traces crowds into the skin layer as the frequency increases
according to skin depth. Comparison with the EM simulation results of a symmetric
inductor using only one metal layer and two identical metal layers is illustrated in
Figure 3.10.

This figure shows r]ne Q factor obtained from the 2.5D modelling demonstrates a lower
value compared to the case adopting the two metal modelling method. It is due to
the fact that the metal strips relatively come to exhibit a lower thickness at the same
frequency. In addition, a larger capacitance by the lower thickness between the thin
metal traces are more reflected onto the simulation results. In consequence, the self
resonant frequency (F",t) of the inductor starts to d.ecrease. Hence, the quasi-3D
modelling for metalisation can consider the effective metal depth, which affects the
evaluation of an accurate Q factor under 2.bD EM simulation environment.

UTSi SOS process (0.5 pm 3-metal/1-poly) layers are shown in Figure 8.11 with thick-
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Since the sidewall capacitance
in 2.5D modelling (one metal)
is more reflected into the
simulation result due to the

: thinner metalthickness, the
=- highest Q factor with the self-H resonant frequencY is shifted

to lower frequencY band
compared to the result using
quasi-3D modelling (two
metal).

Q : quality factor
L: inductance

Because of increased
metal thickness by the
internal air layer of quasi-
3D modelling, Rs in 2.5D
modelling has a higher
value at high frequencY.
Therefore, it affects Q
curve variation between
the modelling methods as
shown in Figure 3.10(a).
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(b) Series resistance (R")

Figure 3.10: Comparison of Ç factor and rQ" of a symmetric-square incluctor

ness, conductivity, relative permittivity of each metal and dielectric layer. The metal-

isation configuration introduced for quasi-3D modelling in Section 3.3.2 is illustratecl

in Figure 3.12.

2.5D modelling

Quasi-3D modelling
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Air

Dielectric layer 3

Er=3.9,
o=1.0-E-16

Thick metal
T=3.1 um, o=3.77'807

D=9.305 um

Metal 2

T=1.08 um, o=3.77'807

Metal 1

T=0.85 um, o=3.77rE07

Sapphire substrate
Er=9.39, Thickness=250 um,
Loss Tangent < 0.0001 @3 GHz
o=1.0'E-12Sln

Figure 3.11: UTSi SOS process layers in cross section

3.3.3 Differentially Driven Symmetric Inductors

Symmetric inductor type [ a] exploits a pair of asymmetric incluctors using mainly top-
level concluctors. Figure 3.13 shows a typical symmetric inductor with current signal
flows.

Such a symmetric inductor is formed with symmetrical interconnection of two identical
spiral (asymmetric) inductors through several cross-over and cross-under connections
centering around a common node. As illustrated in the Figure 3.13, a pair of asym-

metric spiral inductors with 2 turns consist of a sym.metric inductor of 4 turns in which
signal currents (ir, iz) flow in the same direction. Common node for center-tapping [60]
can be connected to ground plane to acquire symmetric substrate parasitics6. As can
be expected, stronger mutual coupling between adjacent conductor strips increases the
inductance in the given area. Contrary to the case connecting two asymmetric induc-
tors in series horizontally, the symmetric inductor can provide an aclvantage of space

efficiency. It is due to reducing the mutual coupling between the pair. As a result,

D=1.15 um

D=1 .45 um

D=1 1 75 um

D=0.5 um

6It can be connected to supply voltage for.biasing active devices
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Dielectric layer3 Er= 3.9, T= 1.15 um, tl = 1.0"E-16

Metal 2 2f =O.54 um, 6 = 3.77'É07
Air laver T = 0.54 r¡m. Er = I

Metal 2-l T = 0.54 um.6 = 3'77-E07

Passivation Oxide Er = 3.9, T = 0.5 um, õ = '1.0'E-16

Thick metal-2
T=1.55um,6=3.77'EO7
Arr layer
T=1.55um. E¡=1

Thick meLl-1
T=1.55um,6=3.77'EO7

Dielectric layer 2 Er = 3.9, I = 1.45 um,6 = 1.0'E'16

Metal 1 T = 0.85 um, 6 = 3.77'807

Dielectric layer I Er = 3.9, T = 1.22 um', C = 1.0*E-16

Sapphire substrate
Er=939,T=250um,
Loss Tan gent<0 0001 @3GHz
o = 1.0.E-12 S/m

'Er = relative perm¡tt¡vity, T = th¡ckness, 6 = conductivi9

Figure 3.12: Modified metalisation in cross section for 2'5D EM simulation.

a symmetric on-chip inductor can realize high inductance and chip area efficiency by

replacing two identical inductors with a single coil.

Q Enhancement Mechanism of A Symmetric Inductor

Since the voltage phase between the two input ports of the symmetric inductor is out

of phase by 180", a current path (--+) is formed along an equivalent pi (|I) network as

illustrated in Figure 3.14.

Z¿1 and. Z¿2 represent an equivalent of silicon dioxide, substrate capacitance and sub-

strate resistance. They are connected in series and generate an effect of deriving higher

impedance path in substrate layer compared to a single-ended inductor. In particular,
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Figure 3.13: Top view of a symmetric square inductor with current flow
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Figure 3.14: Current path in the lumpecl model of a symmetric on-chip inductor

such advantageous effect clearly appears at high frequency bands rather than at low
frequency. The detailed analysis demonstrated in Appendix A shows that magnetically
induced current into the substrate is reducecl at high frequency and hence the incluctor

Q factor increases.
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Small Signal Models of A Symmetric Inductor

In order to extract lumped model parameters of the symmetric inductor, it is necessary

to induce a small signal model which has a physical meaning in narrow frequencies.

This lumped equivalent circuit is required to estimate the large-signal performance of

integrated inductors and derived for CAD purposes such as co-simulation with active

clevices and other integrated components.

Single-ended inductors are generally excited by AC source at one port while the other

port is grounded or connected to supply voltage. Figure 3.15 demonstrates a simplified

small signal model of the inductor.

Portl

Csu¡t

Rsu¡l

Figure 3.15: Small signal model of a single-ended inductor'

Contrary to the single-ended ind.uctor, a symmetric inductor is driven by differential

voltage signals from the two input ports ancl consequently, the equivalent lumped model

of the symmetric inductor can be illustrated as in Figure 3.16.

Portl R" Pota2

Cr

Rr

Figure 3.16: Small signal moclel of a symrnetric on-chip inductor

Since sapphire is nearly a perfect insulating material, substrate loss can be negligi-

ble [46] as mentionecl in the previous section. However, induced substrate loss in the

sapphire substrate can be observed at radio frequency as shown in Figure 3.17 by EM

R"L"

co,

L,

Cz
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simulation. In other worcls, substrate energy loss is unavoidable as long as the loss tan-
gent of the sapphire material is not zero. The inner figure of Figure 3.17 is magnifled
showing the substrate resistance at"high frequency.

Dodecagonal

2.587
rad=140, sides=l w= n=4.5

60

1.587

As shown in the
magnified figure,
energy loss in
sapphire substrate can
be induced by small
resistive components
at high frequency. lt is
due to the fact that the
sapphire material is
not a perfect insulator.
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Figure 3.17: Substrate resistance (.R",6) in UTSi SOS process

Therefore, the substrate resistance (A*¡) can be considered for an accurate physical
modelling of the symmetric inductor.

The lumped model parameters in Figure 3.16 can be extracted from differential 
^9-

parameter [44] as follows.

S¿: Srr I Szz- Sn- Szt (3.6)

(3.7)

(3 8)

(3.e)

Z¿: Zn I Zzz - Zp - Zzt :2 * Z"(++)
Q¿ : Im(Z¿) lRe(Z¿)

1

L¿ : Im(Z¿)'
u)

R¿:Re(Z¿), (8.10)

where ,9¿ and Z¿ indicate differential S-f Z-parameters to derive the Q factor of the
differential system (i.e. the symmetric inductor). Zo is known to be characteristic
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impedance and typicalty is 50 Q. Also, .L¿ and .R¿ are the series inductance and

resistance of the inductor, respectively. The derivation of the lumped model parameters

is further discussed in Appendix A' 
t

Design Parameters of Symmetric Inductors

Using the thick top-level metal layer of UTSi SOS process, symmetric inductors are de-

signed and simulated on 2.5D EM field simulator of Momentum integrated in ADS7. As

for the design parameters, one-side length/radius (len/rad for symmetric square and

circular inductors, respectively), spacing (s), width (w), interconnection length (ilen)

of cross-over/under metal layers and distance between two input ports (d) are to be

considered as shown in Figure 3.18(a). Figure 3.18(b) shows the corresponding cross

sectional view.
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(a) Design parameters. (b) Cross-section view'

Figrue 3.18: Design parameters of a symmetric-square inductor with the cross-section

view.

Since the parasitic capacitance is proportional to the number of turns, the dimensions

of the inductors are adjusted or limited to set an inductance value for the targeted

Dielectric

Dielectric

Passivation

Thick Top M

Thick viaM2

7 http: f f eesof. tm. agilent. com/
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frequetrcy of 5.8 GHzLC VCO. The nurnber of the rnetal turns (n) is set to 4 in orcler
to obtain 3.5-5 nH incluctances as an initial clesign value.

3.4 Simulation Results

ENI simulation using the metalisation modelling methocl introclucecl in Section 3.3.2
is performed to validate Q factor estirnation for syurmetric incluctors. To estimate
the inductance of syurmetric incluctors, ASiTIC [65] is exploited before ENI simulation
using the rnetalisation structure in Figure 3.12. The technology file for the symmetric
incluctors in IJTSi SOS CN4OS process is listecl in Appendix B.

Generally, minimum spacing for asymmetric inductors is neecled to keep rnaximizing
uragnetic coupling at low frequeucy while a larger spaciug is requirecl at high frequency
owing to proximity effect and magnetic coupling [56]. To obtain initial startup pa-
rameters for symmetric inductors design, EÀ4 sirnulation is performecl on asymmetric-
dodecagonal inductors with regard to spacing and width variations as shown i1 Fig-
ure 3.19.

In the given geornetry with optimurn spacing (. : b ¿im) ancl width (w : 14 ¡rm) at
higlrest Q lactor in Figure 3.19, the sirnulation results in Figure 3.20 are obtainecl by
spacing variation frorn 5 ¡lm to B pm for symmetric square incluctors.

A usable frequency bandwidth (i.e 4rr) is increased as the spacing increases, while
the highest Q factor at 7 ¡.r,m spacing starts to decrease. Contrary to typical asymmetric
inductors, Figure 3.20 shows a wider spacing than the minimum spacing is requirecl
to achieve higher Q factor for symrnetric incluctors. In aclclition, the incluctance is
gradually diminishecl by decreased magnetic coupling as the spacing increases.

Tlre next simulation results shown in Figure 3.21 are obtained by varying metal wiclth
for higlrer Q factor.

Due to the fact that the vertical length ancl horizontal width of the symmetric incluctors
in Figure 3.27 are fixed, the distance between opposite sicles becomes close as the wiclth
increases. As a result, the negative mutual coupling is increased in the centre area and
the inductance is dropped by the increased negative mutual coupling. In adclition,
since a wider condrrctor strip causes a higher skin effect by nonuniforrn current [66],
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(a) Spacing variation.

These simulation results
demonstrate: a) asymmetric
inductors exhibit the highest
Q factor at the minimum
spacing (s).

* indicates these inductors
have 12 angles.

These simulation results
demonstrate: b) the width
(w) of the inductors can be
used to adjust the Q factor
significantly. lt is due to
nonuniform current bY skin
etfect at high frequency.
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(b) Width variation.
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Figure 3.19: Q factor of the asymmetric-dodecagonal inductors with regard to spacing

and width variations.

I5 ¡trr- is used as the maximum width in a given layout area. As the metal strip width

increases, 4,,¡ is decreased with I factor by the increased resistance.

In this research, all inductor designs are consistent with UTSi SOS clesign rules includ-

ing via layers. lVleanwhile, another EM simulation is conclucted for the inductor with

Vw=16gw=15
+w=14
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Contrary to the case of
t- asymmetric inductors, the
5 highest Q factor occurs at wider
E spacing than the minimum

value in the given geometry of
the symmetric inductors.

This simulation demonstrates that
the Q factor of the symmetric
inductors is much dependant on
the width variation as in case of
asymmetric inductors. lt is due to
the fact that the range of Q factor
variation is wider compared to the
simulation results by spacing
variation.
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Figure 3.20: Q factor of the sytnmetric square inductor as a function of spacing.
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Figure 3.2I: Q factor versus operation frequency according to width variation.

a square via which is larger than the typical via to take its effect into consideration.

Contrary to an expectation for a better performance by reduced via resistance, the
symmetric-square inductor adopting the typical via exhibits a slightly higher Q factor
in UTSi SOS process as shown in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.22 illustrates the Q factors clependance on dimension variations of symmetric-
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square inductors

Symmetri
24

w=14 um um ilen=30 um n=4 t5

11 As each side of the length (len)
is increased, it is shown that Q
factor is improved bY reducing
negative mutual couPling effect
and eddy current flowing along
the metal strips in the centre
area.

o
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of Q factor depending on length variation in symmetric-square

inductors.

According to Craninckx and Steyaert [41], eddy currents are generated at high fre-

quency in the center of monolithic inductors. Consequently, it is desirable to widen

the empty celtre for the purpose of high Q factor. Figure 3.22 demonstrates improved

Q factors are obtainable as the hollow center of the symmetric-square inductors are

widened. From this result, hollowing the center will be utilised for negligible effect on

the inductor Q for LC VCOs to be presented in Chapter 5.

EM simulations by varying the interconnection length (ilen) are performed to valiclate

its effects on Q factor as depicted in Figure 3.23.

The minimum length of 20 pm can be applied to interconnect cross-over/under metal

interconnections in the given geometry. The simulation shows that the Q factor is

gradually increasecl from 20 pm to 40 pm ilen while it is continuously diminished

until 60 pm. As the ilen value increases) cross-over ancl cross-uncler metal interconnec-

tions in Figure 3.23 become more perpendicular and negative mutual coupling effect is

gradually weakened.. As a result, inductance is steadily increased by the Greenhouse

formula [67]. Meanwhile, a magnetic fleld becomes asymmetric since the symmet-

ric inductor is transfigured to an elliptical geometry by the increased interconnection

length. This has influence on magnetic distribution in the symmetric inductor ancl

f
L
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This simulation results show the
interconnection length (ilen)
variation affects on magnetic fieldr distribution through transforming

I the geometric configuration of the
- symmetric inductor. Eventually this

design parameter can be exploited
to control Q factor of the symmetric
inductors.

ø
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Figure 3.23: Q factor depencling on ilen variations in symrnetric-square incluctors

causes unclesirable effect on Q lactor. Therefore, this sirnulation result manifests the
interconnection length ca'be used as a factor to adjust e factor.

On the basis of the previous simulation results, optinrisation is conductecl with sym-
m.etric circular indtrctors (Strictly speaking, these symmetric incluctors have 12 angles).
The clesign pararneters of space/width/ilen are variecl while a horizontal wiclth of
250 p,m ancl a vertical length of 2BT p¿ur are fixed with 4-turn. To confirm the effect
of the distance between the two ports, EiVI simulation is performecl with d parameter.
By enlarging the d parameter, Figure 3.24 shows the inductance is gradually d.ecreased

because of a shorter metal trace as frequency of operation increases.

In addition, Q factor is increased by reducecl effective resistance of the metal strips
in that negative mutual coupling by differential voltages of 180' out of phase becomes
climinished. At the given geometry, the simulation shown in Figure 3.24 supports d
effect on the Q factors ancl inductances is negligible. Therefore, d is set to 30 ¡rm for
symmetric-circular inductors.

Figure 3.25 compares the Q factors among the optimisecl square/syrnmetric-square/symmetric-
circular inductors.

As clearly indicated, a symmetric circular ind.uctor can provicle the highest Q factor
compared to other kinds of planar inductor types. The symmetric-circular ilductor is
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Ç rad=125, w=14, s=5, ilen=13, n=4, d=1Q
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This simulation shows that the
distance variation between the two
ports have a negligible effect on
the Q factor.

The design parameters on top of
this figure indicate the optimised
values for each inductor at the
highest Q factor. From this figure,
the symmetric inductor,
particularly the symmetric circular
inductor enables area effic¡ent
inductance and higher Q factor
compared to the asymmetric
inductor.
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Figure 3.24: Q factor dependance on distance parameter variation in symmetric-

circular inductors.
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Figure 3.25: Comparison among square/symmetric-square/symmetric-circular induc-

tors.

configured at the highest Q factor as shown in Figure 3'26.

The performance of such symmetric-circular inductors are compared with literatures
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.13 um

287 um

250 um
30 um

w=12 um, s=7 um, sides=l8, n=4

Figure 3'26: Nlost optinrised symmetric-circular inductor layout with the design pa-
rameters.

as shown in Table 3.1

Table 3'1: Comparison of a variety of inductors in literature. (T-: metal thick¡ess,
substrate resistivity

26.s/84.43.1 pm (Al)10-14 [62ìsymmetric-circular [this work]
35.e14.74.9211 pm (Au)30GaAs-multi-layer (2-metal) [70]

1r.315.32.6010ksor [6e]

6.76127.42pm1 1-19PGS [42]

16122.24'3 p,n72

Is.t15.6543 ¡rm (Cu)110Nlulti-layer (2-metal) [68]

Multi-layer (3-metal) [43]

Qp"rt

lGIIz

L (nH)T-Pwafer

(a-cm)

Inductor type/substrate
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3.5 Final symmetric circular Inductor Design for 5.8

GIIz LC VCO

Contrary to asymmetric inductors, a rule dominating the Q factor of the symmetric

inductors cannot be easily induced. It is because two iclentical asymmetric inductors

interact with each other in EM fields depending on their geometrical confi.gurations.

However, it clearly can be said that circular symmetric inductors are aclvantageotrc to

obtain higher Q factor on the basis of the ,S-parameter simulation results'

In designing integrated inductors, the design procedure is closely related to the overall

design process of the LC VCO. It is owing to the fact that the LC tank capacitance

is correlated with the parasitic capacitances of adjacent active devices, integrated in-

ductor including tank varactors and interconnecting metalisation. In particular, it is

difficult to accurately estimate the interconnection parasitic capacitance in the initial

design process. This is because the fact that the fundamental frequency obtainecl from

2.bD modelling deviates by nearly 700 MHz compared to the simulation results of the

LC VCO schematic. Furthermore, tuning the dimensions of the integrated inductors

is performed only in narrow range since a large finger number in active devices can be

unavailable for high frequency applications due to increased tank capacitance. Hence,

it is necessary to consider the parasitic capacitance variation in the inductor design

when the layout conflguration of the LC VCO is changed.

As for the final incluctor clesign, it is desirable to hollow the inner space of the incluctor

to reduce mutual negative coupling for high Q. In order to move the highest Q point to

the operation frequency of the LC VCO targeted in the research, the dimensions of the

inductors are needed to be much larger than the current geometries as demonstrated in

Figure 8.22. However, since it is related to increased inductance with an issue of chip

area ef6.ciency, it becomes limited to a certain value by a designer depending on the

operation frequency. In consequence, a method to reduce the number of inner turns

can be chosen with a shrunken radius to adjust Q factor and inductance'

Figure 3.27 illustrates the Q factors and inductances of the two frnal symmetric induc-

tors altogether with the optimised circular inductor with 4 turns.

At the given geometry of 12 ¡L,m width and 7 p¿m space, the total number of turns





Chapter 4

Silicon-on- Sapphire MO SFtrT

Varactor

As an integrated component of an LC tank circuit, a varactor (which is originated

from a variable capacitor) also has a key part in the phase noise performance of an

LC VCO. Such a varactor is mainly classifred into three types of a P/N junction diode,

switched capacitor and NIOSFET. Recently, the MOS varactor is becoming widely used

for better phase noise performance and easier implementation. This chapter focuses on

the role and characteristic of the MOS varactor including an SOS MOS varactor' In

addition, it introduces a proced.ure to obtain an optimum varactor Q. Co-simulation

for high Q tank is performed with the most optimised inductor presented in Chapter

3 on the basis of 0.5 pm UTSi SOS MOSFET models.

4.L Introduction

In general, the oscillation frequency of LC VCOs is determined by the combination of

effective inductance and capacitance in the LC tank. Since a passive inductor is not

suitable to vary its inductance electrically, it is necessary to apply a capacitor which

has an ability of tuning the capacitance.

Provided that total charge of the capacitor has the following characteristic [71],
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q(u) : c¿u t cLuLr,, 
[.o,r, (?)], (4 1)

where c¿ and u¿ ãlê à\ initial-bias capacitance ancl voltage, respectively and c¿ indicates
an increasecl capacitance when u¿ is applied to the capacitor. The charged capacitance
can be calculatecl from the charge-conserved model as in F,q.(a.2). Since C(u) :
dq(u) I du,

(4.2)

The capacitance transition by input DC bias can be obtained as shown in Figure 4.1

tang=
c¡( 1 -tanh2[(v- 14 )/ v])* 1 lv ¡

Figure 4.1: Nonlinear capacitance transition versus DC bias

Such an induced capacitor model is fittecl for a nonlinear characteristic in tuni¡g the
capacitance. Actually an active device such as a P/N diode or MOSFET can work
as a general tuning element which has a function to adjust its capacitance by coltrol
input. From such a viewpoint, an integrated active component of a tank circuit is
widely utilised for tuning the oscillation frequency of LC VCOs.
The key parameters to evaluate a varactor performance are the min/max capacitance
ratio (C-o lC^i,),linearity of a tuning frequency (Kvco,^ *lKvco,-i,l) and the var_

actor Q. Since C-u*/C-¡n parâmeter can be nearly identifled with the tuning range of

c(u) : W : #(",, t c¿u¿rnl.",r, (?)]) : 
", 

r c¿ ta'h (T)

c

c+c

c-c

ci+crtanh(1 -vilvr)

c

tKu"o denotes a frequency gain to a control voltage for tuning the varactor and can be expressed
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LC VCOs, it is required to be large to maximize the tuning ïange' Kvco,^u*lKvco,min

ratio must be close to one in order to improve the linearity of the tuning frequency.

Tank Q of LC VCOs can be also affected by varactot Q l42l as

1 1 1 1 /À,\
Qr*^: ar* Q"*+ Q.*' 

(+'JJ

where Qrorur is an LC tank Q factor, Qr, Quo, and Q"*¿ are the Q factors of the

LC tank inductor, the integrated tank varactor and the N/PMOS cross-coupled pair,

respectively. As indicated in Eq.(4.3), it is critical to improve the varactor Q to achieve

low phase noise assuming that the on-chip inductor Q is reasonably high. In particular,

the varactor Q tends to abruptly decrease at high frequency compared to that of the

on-chip inductor as shown in Figure 4.22. As a result, the varactor plays also very

important role in enhancing the performance of LC VCOs.

I

ø

3

01 23456
freq [GHz]

Figure 4.2: Yaractor Q transition versus operation frequencies

as follows.

Kvco : df (V"".)Id(V"".)

2The q curve of the PNIOS varactor is derived for a frequency range between 0.25 GHz and 5.5

GHz in TSIUC 0.18 ¡lm RF C1VIOS process using 1-port ,s-parameter simulation.

tr

Channel length = 0.5 um
Unit width = 2.5 um
Finger number = 128 -> 1

unit varactor

-One side of the tank
varactorconsists of 3 X 1 unit
varactor.
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4.2 Junction Diode Varactor

The junction cliode varactor has been employed in cliscrete LC VCO regirne before the
' advent of a MOS varactor. The operation of the junction diode varactor is similar to

the MOS varactor in that the tuned capacitance is achieved by varying the depleted
parasitic capacitance through reversing bias voltage in the P/N junction. As shown in
Figure 4.3, the holes in the p-type region are drifted to the anode port of the diode and
the electrons are attracted to the cathode port when a reverse bias voltage is applied
to the P/N.junction.

Depletion
reg¡on

cathode
N-type P-type anode

P/N
junction

--) __ io a
a+ V¿-

Figure 4.3: P/N junction diode

Around P/N junction, the transferred charges of free holes and electrons leave the area
depleted and the width of the depleted layer is directly proportional to the applied
reverse bias voltage. Consequently, the capacitance component (C) corresponding to
the increased width (d) is reduced in inversely proportion to the increased reverse bias
by C : eSld (e: dielectric constant,,s: capacitive area in square meters). Since the
junction capacitance is varied by the bias voltage, the diode varactor capacitance (C,)
can be defined as a function of the control voltages (V") as:

3Packaging capacitance between the anode and the cathode ports must be added while it is omitted
in Eq.(a.a) in that the capacitance is absorbed into thejunction capacitance.

+

e ectron
hoe

I.ì;.
..o /

/oo
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c, : -. cio 
^,. (4.4)vu - 

e+Vlv)*'
where C¡o is the zero-bias junction 'capacitance , V¡ is the built-in potential in P/N

junction and N is a grading coefficient determined by doping profile (typically, 0'5 -
2) in the diode. Figures 4.4 and,4.5 represent the vertical structure ancl the optimised

layout of a P/N junction diode varactor in a conventional CMOS process.

cathode anode
+- reverse b¡as ---+
+

n-well

Si bulk (p)

Figure 4.4: P/N junction diode structure in general cMos plocess.

Black arrows (<--+) in Figure 4.4 indicate the depleted layer width, which is controlled

by the reverse bias voltage in the p*/n-well junction. The resistor symbol represents

the n-well resistance.

From Eq.(4.4), a doping concentration must be decreased or the bias range of the con-

trol voltage must be widened to enlarge the depletecl parasitic capacitance. However,

an additional processing step is required to increase the doping charge density and a

bias voltage Iange is limited by the system speciflcations. On this account' an island

style layout configuration can be used to increase the varactor diode capacitance as

shown in Figure 4.5. This configuration provides more lateral junction capacitance

comparecl with a diode of large pt/n- diffusion ateas4.

aActuall¡ the layout dimension of the junction diode must be considered to obtain optimised
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cathode

anode

Figure 4.5: llnit-cell layout of a P/N junction diode varactor

In typical CMOS processses) the junction cliode varactors can be generally fabricatecl
with three junction structures such as n l-/p-bulk, p-f/n-well and n-well/p_bulk. The
pt/n-well junction structure is known to be the most suitable for the general diode
varactors due to the fact that the p- silicon bulk is typically grounded.

In case of implementing such a diode varactor as a discrete IC component, it can be
modelled as describecl in Figure 4.65 [72].

The key component governing Q factor of the diode varactor is the series resistance (r?")
as shown in Figure 4.6. The resistance can be lowered by increasing doping conceltra-
tion relatively larger in n-well than p-bulk. Accordingly, the varactor Q can be easily
enhancecl by increasing the charge clensity during the fabrication process. Meanwhile
it has a clrawback to be forward biasecl when large voltage swings are generated in the
tank circuit. In addition, the P/lV diode generally has an inferior performance com-
pared to the MOS varactor in terms of tuning range and phase noise when is applied
to LC VCOs [731.

performance of the diode in that tradeoff between Q and, C^u*fG.i, is caused by its denser Ìayout.
5,L" models bonding wires connecting the diode die to the bonding pads and Co indicates a parallel

capacitance between the anode and the cathode which is formed when reverse bias is applied to the
ports.
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Junction
capacitnace

Cv Series
inductance

Ls

Cathode

Rs

Series
resistance

Anode

Junction
diode Package

capacitance

Cp

Figure 4.6: An equivalent model of a P/N junction diode varactor in general CMOS

process.

4.3 Switched Capacitor

A switched capacitor is derived from a concept of selecting capacitances discretely

among on-chip array capacitors using MOSFET switches [74]. Figure 4.7 illustrates a

switched capacitor with a MOS varactor and its equivalent model in turn-on/off modes'

a MOS varactor

V.tl V"tl
Cr Cr

turn-on
mode

turn-off
mode

V.*
Vrr" a-1

R.*

a MOS switch

(a) Switched capacitor with a

IVIOS varactor.

(b) In turn-on/off modes.

cr*

ï

Figure 4.7: A switched capacitor and its equivalent model in turn-on/off modes
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C¡ can be a \zIOSFET with a linear C-V characteristic while an on-chip linear capacitor
is typically used for its high Q factor. Since an integrated NIOS varactor generally tends
to be abruptly clegraded at high oscillation frequency of LC VCOs, a switchecl capacitor
can be adopted to compensate the degraded LC tank Q. In Figure 4.7, C"- is regarded
as a capacitance between the drain and the body ports in turn-off mode and .R", is
approximated to the channel resistance of the IVIOSFET switch.

The VIOSFET switch turns on/off by the control input signal. (%.) and, C¡ becomes

in series with the drain capacitance of the NIOSFET switch in turn-off rnocle. Since

C". is generally much smaller compared to C¡, the combined capacitance becomes C-i.
which is lower than C"r. In this case, there must be a tracleoff between the Q factor of
the total switch capacitor and C^*f C^¡, ratio constituted of C¡ and C". combination.
It is because the Q factor depends on the conductance of the switch and the impeclance

of C¡ by Eq.(a.5):

66

1

a"- - 2nf CrR* (4.5)

In order to improve the Q"-, a wide 1VIOSFET switch is recommendable to increase the
concluctance. However, the drain to bulk capacitance (C".) beco-es larger and C-¡.
is relatively increased. Therefore, the total C^u*/C^in turns to be decreased and the
tuning range of the varactor becomes reduced. On this account, the dimensions of the
switch must be carefully chosen considering the fixed capacitance to get an optimised
switched capacitor.

In turn-on mode, 4"., is connected in series with C¡ and the effective capacitance be-
comesnearly C¡if the impedanceof C¡ismuchlargerthanthatof .R".. Accordingly,
it is desirable to select the shortest transistor length. As a result of advances in fab-
rication process, it can gradually obtain a decent Q due to recluced channel resistance

by scaling down the transistor dim.ensions.

4.4 MOSFET Varactor

A VIOS varactor is utilised as an integrated component of an LC tank in that the
channel capacitance of the device with a thin gate oxide capacitance is controllable by
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applied tuning voltages. This bias voltage is fed from a PLL loop filter which operates

as a voltage integrator transferring AC current equal to the phase difference of a PLL

phase detector. As a rule, the gate port of the NIOS varactor is connected to an output

port of the LC VCO. The source/drain ports are tied together and connected to a

tuning bias voltage. The bocty port can be utilised as a control input to increase a

tuning frequency. Figure 4.8 illustrates a typical NMOS varactor in a conventional

CMOS process.
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Figure 4.8: NMOS varactor structure on Si substrate

As shown i1 Figure 4.8, overlap capacitance (between the poly gate and the LDD

region) and a parallel plate capacitance (between the poly-gate and the channel) rela-

tively have a constant value to the gate bias. The overlap capacitance is modellecl in

SPICE model as Cs" and. Csa as shown in Figure 4.8. On the other hand, a distributed

channel capacitance below the boundary of the thin oxide film is modulated by the

channel thickness variatiol. Since the vâractor capacitance is defined by an arithmetic

combination of Co, and C"¿ as:

I
csq Charge (e-) :
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Cuu, : C=* x C=tn 
,co,l c"h' (4 6)

the channel capacitance formed by forwaid/reverse biasecl voltages dominates the var-
actor capacitance and characterizes nonlinearity.

Typically, the capacitance is dependant on three operation modes of the MOS var-
actor: accumulation, depletion ancl inversion modes. Provided IIN{OS is in clepletion
mode (7p6 lVcp {Vn, where VpB is a flat bancl voltage6, Vçs is a potential differ-
ence at the gate port to the bulk voltage and V¿¡ is a threshold voltage of the NNIOS
transistor.) as an initial status, free electrons start to gather in the depletecl p-type
area (iËFt) under the boundary of the gate SiO2 if Vcn is over the threshold volt-
age (Vn). Since the Si bulk electrically has a neutral attribute, this status is callecl
inversion mode because the charge concentration of free electrons (maìor carrier for
NNIOS) is larger than that of free holes (minor carrier for NIVIOS). In this i¡versio¡
state, the carrier concentration linearly increases with regard to the arnount of the
increased V6s per unit gate area and vertically the clepletecl thickness increases as

well. Consequently, the charge density in the given unit area becomes nearly constant
regardless of Vcn and C,u, is approximatecl to Co,.

On the contrary, free holes are attracted to stack as Vce is clecreased below V¡6 silce a

negative gate bias repels free electrons into the deep Si bulk as depicted in Figure 4.g.

similarly to the inversion state, co, and Debye capacitance (r"nlLo (= c.n), where
Ln: e"¿Vr) l(q ) [ZS] lecome connected in series. Lp nearly reaches 0 as the
charge density (P") of the stackecl holes is increased. Therefore, the total capacitance
of the MOS varactor in deep accurnulation state is approximatecl as follows.

C,u,: +a-6 = Co* (4.7)
e; -T 

''-
In other words, most of the p-type net charge existed in the Si substrate are distributecl
below the boundary of the gate oxide. This can be configured as a simple capacitor with
two parallel metal plates. The Figure 4.10 demonstrates the capacitance transition of

6Il¡6 indicates a IVIOSFET is under equilibrium state in which enelgy band of the poly-gate is

68

equal to that of the silicon bulk.
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Figure 4.9: Accumulation mode of an NMOS varactor in bulk CMOS process

the varactor with respect to DC input bias in the three operation modesT.

Andreani, Mattisson et at. [50] and Ainspan, Plouchart et aI. [76] verified that the

MOS varactor operating in accumulation mode presents relatively a better phase noise

performance compared to other modes. A phase noise improvement of 1 to maximum 7

dB is reported. contrary to a typical P/N junction varactor, an inversion mode varactor

and a three-terminal gated varactor.

4.4.L ultra Thin silicon-on-sapphire MOSFET Varactor

An SOS MOSFET varactor is structured with nf diffusions of an NMOS (or p F

diffusions for a PMOS) in contact with a thick sapphire substrate. Accordingly, a

junction capacitance (C) of the source and the drain diffusions to the substrate can

be set to zero. It is due to the fact that the junctions of the channel edges and the

TThe varactor C-V curve is derived using NIVIOS device models of TSMC 0.18 pm RF CMOS

T

technology.
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Figure 4.10: Capacitance variation of an NMOS varactor versus DC input bias.

substrate edges bordering on the diffusions carÌ be acceptably ignored. Furthermore,
a zero-bias perimeter capacitance (C¡"-) of the drain and the source diffusions is also
proximate to zero because of the peculiar isolated structures. Figure 4.11 illustrates
the thin Si epi-layer of an NNIOS which is almost fully depleted by a negative bias with
other parasitic capacitances.

Such a configuration provides an advantage of simpÌicity in rnoclelling the varactor
capacitance resulting in a linear C-V curve and influences the tuning linearity of LC
VCOs. On the other hand, the nf diffusion layer is in contact with the sapphire
substrate. Therefore, a route to provide the minority carrier (free hole) is intercepted
together with the FOX when the MOS varactor operates in strong accumulation mode.
Therefore, an accumulation mode MOS varactor in UTSi SOS process is not supported

sTypically, the thin silicon film is fully depleted according to the bias and the modulated capaci-
tancebecomesclosetoC.¡. consequently, csooisabsorbedintothe C.¡tobezero.
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due to the MOS structure. Moreover, since the varactor capacitance in the accumula-

tion mode can be nearly approximated to zero as in a depletion mode, only a depletion

and an inversion modes can be utilised in UTSi SOS process as in Figure 4.12.

In both of the accumulation and inversion modes, the varactor seems to have a constant

capacitance from the Figure 4.I2e. Contrary to the C-V curve in Figure 4.12, however,

the effective capacitance of the p-channel MOS varactor is diminished as the gate

bias voltage is positively increased due to a depletion effect in the poly-silicon gate as

described in Figure 4.13.

The poly gate becomes depleted as a result of the positive charge attracted on the

contact area as the depleted p- Si bulk by positive bias to a PMOS. Consequently

another capacitor is formed in series to the varactor gate. The induced capacitor

9In the accumulation mode, the varactor capacitance can be approximated to a constant value due

Fully depleted p-type ePi-laYer

Sapphire

NLDD NLDD

rce

to quite low density of the free holes stacked in the channel region
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Figure 4.72: Capacitance variation of an SOS PIVIOS varactor versus DC input bias

reduces the total capacitance according to the input bias voltage.

Note that the effect of poly-silicon depletion in IITSi process is not rnodellecl in the
SPICE model. In addition, Peregrine NMOS SPICE models do not adequately take
kink effect into consideration while p-channel MOSFETs are reported as insignifi-
cant [77]. As shown in Figure 4.14, the kink effect is clearly appeared in the NMOS
compared to the I-V curve of the PMOS.

The PMOS devices operating only in the depletion and inversion modes are exploited
in this thesis. For an accurate modelling of the SOS MOS varactors, commercial device

modelling tools such as MEDICI10 or IC-CAPl1 can be used.

4.4.2 Large-Signal Effect of a MOS Varactor

As illustrated in Figure 4.\2, the C-V curve of the SoS MoS varactor has a sharp
transition in a small range of bias voltages (small-signal DC response). This makes the

I0IvIEDICI is a registered trademark of Avantl Corporation which is now merged into Synopsys
1lIC-CAP is a registered trademark of Agilent.
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Figure 4.14: Kink effect in SOS N/P-channel MOSFETs.

varactor tuning range sensitive to input bias. In addition, such a varactor results in a
more nonlinear characteristic when appliecl to the tank circuit of the LC VCO.
However, the LC oscillator generally responcls to the average varactor capacitance
rather than to a specific capacitance on the C-V curve. In addition, the varactor C-
V curve becomes more linear since a relatively large AC voltage compared with the
bias voltage transition between C-.* and C,,i. is applied across the varactor during
oscillation. In other words, the tuning curve becomes more nonlinear to smaller tank
voltage amplitude.

To obtain such an average capacitance (C*) mathematically, the oscillation output
is assumed to be purely sinusoidal at the fundamental frequency (/o), i.". no higher
order harmonicsl2. If the output signal is presumed u(t) :,4sin(ø6ú) * B (where ,4

represents the output voltage amplitude, B is an arbitrary DC voltage reference applied
to the varactor and ru6 is the radian oscillation frequency), Coun and, i(ú) can be derived

12Such approximation is meaningful only for a linear time-invariant system at its fundamental
frequency and adoptecl to look into the average capacitance transition of a MOS varactor.

3
ØÞ

0
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from Eq.(4.1) as followsl3

rms(i(ú))lr.
Caug (4.8)

(4 e)
i(t) :

In the same manner)

Accordingly

- rms(ff)lr.

: #("*rt) + c¿u¿rncosh ['gi=])
: ""#+ crtanh 

I

d(q(u(t ))
dt

du(t)
dt

where rms(i(ú))lro itrdi"ut"s a root-mean-square (rms) current at the oscillation fre-

quency. Since do(ú)/tlt: Aaocos(ø6ú), then

i(t) : c¿Au6cos(øsú) I c¿A.,¡cos(øsú)tunh f4:t"('ol) 
l- B - u¡l ,

| ;;-] (4 10)

Since each rms value can be determined from Fourier series coefficient ør, rms(ff)lr.

becomes:

,^r(#)1,": I Io' orocos2(øsú) dt: Aø0. (4.11)

rms(i(t)) l^: T Ir' (o",r"cos2(øsú)+A 
q.,ocos2(ao,)tanr' 

I

caus : 
", 

+2fi fo' 
tunn

(4.t2)

cos2(ust) dt. (4.13)

Assuming that B -ui:0 for simplicity, if ) is assigned to Asin(øsú)/u¿, thus

13From Eq.(4.1), Co,o and dqf du can be rewritten as

C aug : rms(d,q I du)l,"dq I d'u : dq I dt x dt I du : i(t) x dt I du
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d^A
dt 

: 
,'ocos(ø6Ú)

(4.r4)

sin-1à9.t1 A

Ag

Therefore, Eq.(4.13) can be rearrangecl as

"i, 
jy

co,s:,,*T [- tanh(À) (t - úI\ o^. (4.1b)'I'Jo ' '\ A't
Taken into account' of c¿, u¿ arrd ?, these parameters are determined by the system
environment and an arbitrary time period of the oscillation frequency to calculate the
capacitance. For that reason, it can be said the values are flxed to certain parame-
ters (namely, constant values). As a result, the voltage amplitude of the tank circuit
ultimately governs the average capacitance (C*) In the next chapter, this will be
further considered altogether with the tuning configuration.

4.5 LC Tank Co-simulation

All of the active device models in the design kit provicled from Peregrine Semicon-
ductor are based on BSIM3v3.2 1781, which predicts Q factors of the NIOS varactors
inaccurately. It is due to the fact that the channel resistance is not accurately modelled
in the device models when an inversion layer between the clrain and the source difiu-
sions is formed. Furthermore, contact resistances of the active d.evices are not taken
into consideration in the models. Consequently, these factors must be reflected into
designing LC vcos to correctly estimate the phase noise performance.

4.5.7 MOS Varactor Q

Similarly to an on-chip inductor or an MiM capacitor, Q factor concept can be applied
to active devices. In case of a MoS varactor, the e factor can be defined as:
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Qrur: 
t -, (4'16)

rr)6R"Cuur'

where ûJs ïepresents the fundamentâ,I frequency of the oscillator, and A" and C". are

the series resistance and the capacitance of the varactor. In the inversion mode, the

R" is composed of the gate resistance, varactor contact resistance, inversion channel

resistance and interconnection resistance between the varactorsla.

The channel resistance and the poly-gate resistance can be regarded as a resistance in

series with the oxide gate capacitance while a variable capacitance by the bias voltage is

formed between the channel region and the poly gate. IVloreover, the channel resistance

of the varactor is dependant on the inverted layer conductivity. Such an operational

conflguration results in a complicated analysis for the distributed NIOSFET layout as

an RC transmission line. Consequently, it can be said that the analysis result is mainly

dominated by the varactor geometry and the channel length modulation'

4.5.2 Optimum Varactor and Co-simulation with a Symmetric

Inductor

Similarly to the on-chip capacitor, the gate area (W x .L, where W is the gate wiclth

and ,L is the gate length.) of the MOS varactor determines the capacitance by:

cuu, : 3.9 x ,.*\!. Ø.17)
Lot

From Eq.(4.17), the gate resistance (namely, the varactor dimension) can be expected

to govern the varactor Q. Since the fundamental frequency is set to 5.8 GHz and

the optimised inductance is in the order of 2 nH (as discussecl in Chapter 3), the

varactor capacitance of around 0.376 pF15 is required from /s :1l2rt/LC. However,

the total tank capacitance is mainly determined by a combination of the varactor

tuning capacitance, the parasitic capacitances of the integrated inductor and active

device layout including metal interconnection. Accordingly, it is necessary to take all

laNote that an accumulation mode varactor is not applicable in UTSi SOS CMOS process'

15The actual varactor capacitance tends to increase due to the overlap and the fringing effects

caused by the IVIOS finger structure'
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of the circuit layout capacitance into consideration if possible to accurately estimate
the oscillation frequency. Note that the capacitance necessary for the 5.8 GHz LC VCO
is selected on the basis of the ENI sirnulation of the LC VCO layout in Chapter 5.

Since UTSi SOS process is mainly dedicated to FD CNIOS, only FD PMOS device
operating in inversion mode is exploited for the LC tank varactor. It is due to lesser

kink effect and lower flicker noise compared to the NN¡IOS counterpart.
According to Andreani and Nlattisson [73], a MOSFET channel can be moclelled as a
one-dimensional llC delay network ancl a series resistance (rR"). This resistance can be

approximated to R"¡f 72 when the transistor is operating in the inversion mocle. As a
result, the varactor Q can be rewritten as:

78

rt2
Q"o"'uu' : 

""R.c*: ,"cr^r"vvL¿.^' (4'18)

Since tlre channel resistance can be estimated from ôI6fôZçs when Vos - 0, R"¡ ror
the SOS NIOS varactor can be derived from I¡s as follows:

_1VVIns : 
2nFnC""|(Vcs - Vòr(r + 

^VDS), 
(4.19)

where n points out N factor which is called as a body-effect coefllcient affecting on

the transconductance of SOI MOSFETs and it typically has a value of 1.0b to 1.1 in
the case of FD SoI MoSFETsl6 [Tg], po and Co, are the hole mobility and unit gate

capacitance, and À represents the channel length modulation coefficient.

Consequently,

R"h = ôUGSIAIDSI. ^: . '== 'L.- , -. 
(4.20)bs:o kr(Vct - U;)VV ' \'

where k, is ¡-t'rCo,. MOSFET models of UTSi SOS process are similar to BSIM3-SOI
FD models in terms of a depleted degree of the thin Si epitaxial film. The n factor of
the SOS MOSFET is set to 1.05 [S01.

From e : €orX €,:8.86 x 10-la F/cm x 3.9 r 0.B4bb4 pF/cm, C,¿¡.¡ ând C,,. can
be induced by:

16In case oftypical CNIOS transistors, the N factor ranges 1.3-1.b
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Cuu,

Cuu,:0.34554 x 10-2 Ff cmz xWL þtm2 :34'554 x 10-12 xVVLF' (4'22)

Since the hole conductivity (¡ro) is 280 cm2 fY.sec for the intrinsic UTSi SOS PNIOS,

ko becomes 0.9675 AIV'. The SOS varactor Q in the inversion mode can be rewritten

using the Eq.(4.16) at 5.8 GHz as:

a
1.2kr(V6 -Vn)

ugCuur,anL2

12x0.9675x(Vcs-Vn)
2tr x5.B x 10e x 0.34554 x 10-10 x 1.05 x tr2 (4.23)

_ 11.61 x (Vcs -Vn)
r.322L2

8.782x(Vcs-Vn)
L2

Therefore, a minimum gate length (i.e. 0.5 ¡;m) for optimum Q must be chosen for a low

series resistance (-R"), thereby ahigh Q varactor. Although Vcs- 7¿6 is determined by

the design specificatior, Q"o",,,. approaches 14 at 5.8 GHz at the minimum gate length

of 0.5 ¡.r,m when Vcs- I/¿¿ is set to 0.4 V, which is half of the targeted bias voltage of

the LC oscillatorlT. To entirely observe the tank Q transition, a co-simulation method

is utilised with physical design data of the tank inductor instead of investigating the

varactor Q separately. It is because the SPICE model of the varactor mutually interact

with the inductor EM simulation result including the parasitic components. Note

that since 2.5D EM simulator can manage only the structure data of passive devices,

the layout configuration effect of the active devices is not truly reflected into the co-

simulation.

lTSince the introduced Q formula is valid for varactor Q estimation only in the strong inversion, it

does not show the Q dependance on -R"¿ and C,". by input control signals. As the width is fixed for

the tuning capacitance at the oscillation frequenc¡ the SPICE modelling method for parasitic effects

is actually limited to explain the Q transitions depending on the different device models.

n: L - o'stsl1 x 19-1'?r/cm :0.s4554x 10-2 F f cm2. (4.2r)
'u tn" o.o1 x 1o-8 cm

sos,var -
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In the RF SOS I\IOSFET moclels provided by Peregrine Serniconcluctor, two types of
unit gate widths are given to 6.8 pm ancl 18 ¡rm for the intrinsic PNIOS devices. In
acldition, the clevice moclels are divicled into three transistor types accorcling to thresh-
olcl voltages of -0.03, -0.25 and -0.6 V. In general, the switching speecl of a tra¡sistor
tencls to increase owing to higher stanclby current as the threshold voltage lessens. In
adclition, the kink effect in ttre SOS NIOSFETs is mitigatecl on account of being more
fully depleted, which enhances the prediction of the SPICE model behaviour.

On the other hand, abnormal operation of the varactor can occur on account of leak-
age current when low thresholcl voltage varactors are utilisecl. Consequently, the co-

simulation is performecl with the whole device moclels at the minimum length of 0.b prn.
In the next section, the tank Q curves are clerived ancl analyzecl from the co-simulation
results clepending on the clevice nrodels.

4.6 Experimental Co-simulation Results

Since the clrain/source ports of the tank varactor are tiecl and connected to a tuning bias
voltage, the common node becomes grouncled in AC analysis. In aclclitio¡, the cornrnon

nocle of the symmetric inductor presentecl in Chapter 3 is theoretically groundecl. As
a result' the tank can be analyzed with 2-port pi (n) network as shown in Figure 4.lb.

Although the control voltage range for tuning the varactor capacitance is actually set
below the power supply voltage (around 10 - 20 %),the tuning bias is rangecl to 0.8

V considering a marginal increase of the power supply voltage. |trote that the range of
the tuning bias is fixed while the upper and the lower limits may be clifferently appliecl
depending on the models. All varactors in this research operate in inversion mode by
applying a positive bias to PIvIOS N4OSFET models.

The contact resistances (A¿, Â" and ,Rr) at the gate/source/drain ports are referrecl to
in [81] and connectecl at each port with the worst case value as shown in Figure 4.1b.

Since the 5.8 GHz LC VCO has a tuning range of around 700 NIHz, all of the device
models have same dimensional conflgurations. Therefore, the minimum channel length
of 0.5 pm for low channel resistance is equally appliecl to all clevice models. In addition,
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Figure 4.15: Cosimulation schematic for the tank Q estimation'

the frnger number for the same tuning frequency range is set to 16 for RP/PL/IP18

6.8 ¡^rm and 6 for RP/PL/IP 18 pm models. As the sos MOSFET models (RP/PL/IP)

lsRefer to Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.18: s(1,1) phase of the tank circuit with Ip 6.8 p,mlrg pm models

be the most desirable for the tank varactor of the single and quadrature LC VCOs in
terms of wide tuning range. Nleanwhile, the tuning ability of the RP-6.8 ¡rm model is
relatively inferior to other clevice models.

Figures 4.I9, 4.20 and 4.21 demonstrate the tank Q factors as a function of the tuning
voltage range.
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As a whole, the Q factor of the lP
models draws a similar curve
compared with the Previous two
models within 0.5 Vbias range.
Thus, Q factor variation according
to the device models can be
negligible.
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Figure 4.21: Tank Q with IP 6.8 ¡L'm178 ¡;m models

Similarly to the maximum frequency tuning characteristics in Figures 4.1-6, 4.1'7 and

4.18, the tank Q exhibits a negligible difference at 5.8 GHz irrespective of the device

models. The PL-6.8 ¡rm/IP-6.8 ¡;m moclels relatively show the more stable Q factor

distribution. This is due to the fact that the lowest Q factors of the two models occur

at higher tuning bias voltage compared to the RP model.

At the current stage, it can be said that the IP model is more applicable for wide tuning

l¿c
o
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Q."re= 10.491 =0.7
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frequency rarÌge of the targeted LC VCOs. In particular, the IP model characterizes
the lowest thresholcl voltage. In case of the RP or PL models, an additional circuit is

required to shift or increase the voltage level of the tuning bias clue to higher tu¡i1g
voltage level. Consiclering the low power supply voltage of the targeted LC VCOs,
this design scheme is not desirable owing to increasecl power consumption ancl circuit
complexity. On the whole, since Q factor difference with regarcl to the device models
is also negligible, the IP 6.8 ¡rm model is more acceptable due to its wicler tunability
and lower threshold voltage. This model will be exploitecl in designing the LC VCO.
The next chapter will present the overall design of a single ancl quaclrature LC VCOs.



Chapter 5

LC VCO Design, Layout and trM

Simulation

In this chapter, both of the symmetric incluctor and the PMOS varactor presented in the

previous chapters are implemented into the overall design of a single and quadrature LC

VCOs. The design proced.ure of the single and quadrature LC VCOs is demonstrated

in detail with the schematic and layout simulations. EM simulations are condrrcted

using the quasi-3D metalisation modelling for layout simulation of the LC VCOs. The

post-layout simulation issues of the vco circuits are also discussed.

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the theory of -G* oscillator, the symmetric inductors anci

the tank circuit using the PMOS varactors are discussecl for a differential LC oscillator

design to be presentecl in this chapter. Although the design proceclure of the induc-

tor and the tank circuit are sequentially introduced, the real design process of an R.F

oscillator is not progressed in the same manner. Since the design of the individual com-

ponents influences the whole design process of the LC oscillator, a series of retreats to

the design of the components are inevitable for the synthetic design. For instance, the

parasitic components of the overall oscillator layout impacts on the prediction of the

oscillator frequency of operation. As a result, the funclamental frequency of the oscilla-
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tor has a deviation of 12 % (approximately 0.7 GHz) comparecl to that obtained from
the schematic simulation. In acldition, a necessity for acljusting the tank incluctance
ancl capacitance ratio is required depending on the gain of the N/PN{OS pairs during
the clesign phase. As the size of the differential pair FETs are enlarged to increase the
pair FETs gain, the available tank capacitance to tune the oscillation frequency must
be reduced. This requires an adjustment of the tank inductance and necessitates low-
ering inductance to oscillate at the required tuning frequency. By energy conservatio¡
theorem, the energy stored in the tank inductor (P¡¡u.¡) and capacitor (p6¡,n¡) at the
resonant frequency must be the same by:

(5.1)

Pctunk: PLr..k + (5.2)

where /p"ur. is a peak tank current,Vp.ok is a peak tank voltag€, trturk is a tank incluc-
tance and Ct.,r is a tank capacitance. From Eq.(b.2), the energy loss (p1."") occurred
in the tank can be expressed as:

Plo"" : Ip2"okrùtunk : 
"r^ 

u*, (b.g)

where A¿.n¡ is a tank resistance. From the Eq.(b.3), the ratio of. L¡o,¡,f c¡o.¡ influences

the power consumption of the oscillator to cornpensate the tank energy loss. The
reduced inductance is also connected to the diminished voltage amplitude of the tank
circuit. Because the tank voltage amplitucle (Át,"r.) is relatecl to.L¡u,¡ by [ba]:

Atank:g* =t**P :8fsL¡unkLôiæetank, (b.4)

where r?o is a parallel inductor resistance. Consequently, a high -L6.n¡ with a high

Q¡..¡ enlarges the signal power of the LC-tank and improves phase noise performance
of the LC VCO according to Eq.(2.10) in Chapter 2. Meanwhile, an increased tank
incluctance to amplify the tank voltage amplitude necessitates is generally accompanied
by a larger parasitic capacitance. The increasecl transistor size also directly affects
power consumption and noise. As a result, the tuning frequency range is relatively

Lro¡,13"^u
1-Ltank : ---r-, n Ctun*V}.uu

I Ctank - 2
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reduced with increased noise power. The frnger number of N/PNIOS pairs and tank

varactors also needs to be decreased to oscillate at a targeting frequency. In particular,

RF oscillators designed for narrow band communications are required to have a wider

tuning frequency to compensate for variation in the fabrication process.

As there are currently no plans for fabricating the designs, some of the issues related

to testing the VCOs have not been considered in this thesis. However, the comparison

between the different design procedures will be discussed.

5.2 LC Oscillator Design

5.2.L Single LC Oscillator Design

The starting point of the LC oscillator design is to set a po\Mer supply voltagel. Since

the oscillator is targeted to low power consumption, the initial supply voltage for the

single VCO is set to a minimum of 0.8 V. As discussed in Chapter 2,The symmetry of the

VCO waveforms is critical for the low phase noise. For this symmetrical outputs, it is

required that the LC VCO is designed using N/PMOS pairs ancl the transconductances

of the I\MOS and PMOS clevices need to be equal to swing the outputs at a half V¿¿2.

Such a biasing method is also advisable for driving the output signals into the CMOS

buffering inverter of a mixer input port.

However, this design methodology is necessary to be adjusted for low porù/er LC VCO

design in SOS CNIOS process. From the Figure 2.6 in Chapter 2, the biasing point

(Vs) can be calculated by:

ve :v¿¿- lv¿¡,p-*l - -!t--, (5'5)
uÀ1,Pmos

where V¿¿ is lhe power supply voltage, V6r^o" is the threshold voltage of the PNIOS

lGenerally speaking, The power supply voltage is actually set by a system specification in which

the oscillator is integrated. This initial specification of a VCO is dependant on tank inductor Q due

to requirement for negative resistance to compensate the tank loss'
2Actualiy, the finger number works as a limiting factor for optimizing the performance of an

LC VCO in its design procedure since the gain of the differential pair FETs are determined by the

geometry i.e. \M/L.
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pair FETs, 16i* is the bias current of the oscillator and G¡,¡,'.o" is the transconductance
of the PN{OS pair FETs. From the Eq. (5.5), it seems that the W/L ratio of the PX4OS
pair dominates the symmetry of the oscillator output waveform due to influence of
PMOS transistor gain. However, SOS PNIOS transistors have a higher hole conduc-
tivity compared to the counterparts in general CN{OS processes [20]. Such a higher
conductivity directly increases the transistor gain and provides merits of reducing the
finger number of the PN4OS pair in the LC VCO. Consequently, a double fi¡ger number
of P\tIOS pair is not necessarily required for symmetric output. Nforeover, the differ-
ential output amplitude of the designed LC VCO has a 0.3 V at most. Considering
the threshold voltage of the N/PN,IOS pairs, output asymmetry by different transistor
gain between the pairs can be regarded to be insignificant compared to the output
voltage amplitude. It is due to the fact that increasing the finger number to obtain a
larger transistor gain can achieve more symmetrical outputs, while the noise sources

affecting phase noise perforrnance are eminently increased. This causes an increase of
noise power in the output signals and VCO povler consumption. Therefore, such a
tradeoff will be taken into consideration during the VCo design procedure.
In determining the gain of the cross-coupled N/PMOS pairs, it is necessary to clerive
the parallel resistance (,Rr) from the inductors in Chapter 3. The 2-turn symmetric
incluctors with 140 ¡rm and 720 ¡L,nradius have irrcluctances of around 2 nH and 1.6 nH,
respectively, at 5.8 GHz as shown in Figure 5.1.

The,Ro (Rr¡+o for 2-turn I40 ¡tm inductor and Rp,no for 2-turn 120 ¡,rminductor) can
be estimated by:

Rr¡40:2rfsLQ¡:2tr x 5.8 x 2.0 x22.25 = 1.62 kf) (5.6)

Ro,vo:2trfsLQ¡:2r x 5.8 x 1.63 x2I.T8 ry 1.2g kCI (b.7)

To cancel the Rp, the N/PMOS pairs must provide enough gain to satisfy the initial
startup condition. Therefore, the magnitude of negative resistance (R,.) presented in
Chapter 2 must be larger than the ,Ro. The startup conclition of the LC VCO can be
derived by:

| -zl
l",l'o,, (5 8)
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5.8 GHz

2.4

6 14 16

freq [GHz]

Figure 5.1: Inductances of the 2-turn 12011'40 pm inductors

where G¡¡ indicates the total gain of the cross-coupled N/PMOS pairs. As long as G¡v¡

exceeds 1.23 mS for a single VCO and 1.54 mS for a quadrature LC VCO from the

Eq.(b.8), the oscillator will safely start to generate output signals. Since the Ro has a

high equivalent resistance by high Q factor of the inductor, the cross-coupled pairs can

use a small number of fingers due to the fact that lower transistor gains are reqrrired.

This also enables the design of a low power LC oscillator in SOS CMOS process.

As the threshold voltage of each device model affects the amplitude of the cross-coupled

LC VCOs, the low threshold devices are desirable to obtain a larger output swing. In

addition, the power of noise signals imposed on the output signals is relatively increased

if the amplitude of the output swing becomes smaller' Meanwhile, a loading effect

to the LC tank resonator is different depending on channel output resistance of each

device model. Since the P/NMOS cross-coupled pairs of the LC VCO operate in triode

region during a large portion of oscillation period, the channel resistance works as an

important factor to govern the LC-tank Q. As the resistance increases, the loacling

effect retrogrades the tank Q and the phase noise performance is worsened'

In this research, MOSFET device moclels with the thresholcl voltages of 0.14 V I -0.25

V for NMOS and PMOS cross-coupled pair, respectively are chosen due to their low

output resistances. A minimum channel length of 0'5 ¡rm is equally applied to the

design of the single and quadrature LC VCOs. The finger numbers are chosen to

il

2.
I
tr
J

1

1

1

I

120 um radiusl2

140 um radius/2
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cient of the active FETs, grn,biæ is the transconcluctance of the curre't source FET a'd
7s is 4-R¡un¡la¡o"/T [84]. It is due to the fact that the filtering incluctor is replacecl with
the curre't source for cutting off the row frequency upconversion. si'ce 7äg-,r,i*A i'
tlre Eq.(5.9) becoures zero, F comes to 1-l-f (i.e. minimum noise factor) as a result.
I[ addition, phase modulation by thermal noise of the cross-couplecl pair clepencls on
the cornmon-mocle impedance between the NNIOS pair ancl the current source. As the
impedance on the node increases, the cross-couplecl pair is less clriven into triocle region
and the trausconductance is increased. IJsing a planar incluctor of a high incluctance,
a high impedance path insteacl of the current source is easily formecl. Therefore, this
approach replacing the current source with an inductor recluces F a¡cl ca' improve the
phase noise perforrìance based on the Eq.(2.10) in Chapter 2.

To block the secold harmonic, a symmetric circular incluctor with T turns is usecl
in the single LC oscillator to form a high impeclance at 2fs. Since the LC oscillators
presented in this thesis are clesigned to have a tuning rarge of more than 301 N¡IHz at b.g
GHz center frequency, a frequeucy band of 11 GHz to 12 GHz is critical for the second
harmonic suppression. For this purpose, four types of symmetric circular incluctors with
5 to 8 turns are designed and simulatecl to obtain a high impedance within the frequency
bancl' To achieve a higher inductance in a smaller area) a symmetric i¡ductor is
reinducecl frorn the tank inductor for the single LC VCO and rnodified to the equivalelt
of 198 pm vertical length by 180 pm horizontal wiclth, 6 ¡rm wictth with 3 ¡rm spacing.
Figures 5.3 and 5'4 show the inductor configuration utilised for suppressing the second
harmonic with the impedance.

At 11'67 GHz, the highest impeclance of the 7-turn symmetric incluctor reaches around
10'8 kCI which is governed by the Q factor. To attenuate the clrain current noise of the
NNIOS pair, an NIiNI capacitor of 15 pF is located between the common node of the
NXTIOS-pair and grouncl pad5. The final single VCO is depictecl in Figure b.b with the
optimised tank circuit presented in Chapter 4.

5A large iVIilVI capacitor is desirable due to cornpensation for the parasitic capacitance variation of
the filtering inductor.

94
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Figure 5.3: Symmetric circular inductor for suppressing the second harmonic.

1.484
As the number of turns (N) is

increased, the inner space is closer

to each other and negative mutual

coupling effect is stronger. The

inductance gradually droPs bY the

increased negative mutual coupling

and the impedance is also

decreased, shifting it to lower

frequency band.
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Figure 5.4: The impedance of the symmetric inductor at 2fg

5.2.2 Quadrature LC Oscillator Design

Modern transceivers of low-intermediate frequency (IF) or zerelF architectures employ

in-phase and quadrature demodulation and modulation to cancel the image frequency

without an image-rejecting frlter. This facilitates that the IF signals with the identi-

A vertical length of 198 um

X a horizontal width of 180

um, width = 6 um, spacing

=3um:fixed

N=840

2468
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--r-
4pF vdd

9/O.5 9/O.5
2.5 k

Vout+
Vtune

Vout-

L-_______

Output buffer

8/O.5 8/O.5

68 nH/ 11.56 GHz 15 pF

Figure 5.5: Final single LC VCO schematic with a noise filter

cal polarities are reiuforced after recombining the paths while the image signals with
opposite polarities are cancelled out.

To generate quadrature signals (i.e. 0' and g0'), a frequency doubling by m.aster-slave
flipflops or a polyphase filtering with an RC-CR phase-shift network can be used [Bb].
However, these methods are directly connected to the issue of the power consumption
and phase noise by increased noisy active components. As an alternative, two identical
VCOs [86i can be exploited as long as one of the VCO cores dissipates less power than
the master-slave flipflops for cloubling the frequency. In addition, this architecture
provides a high voltage swing which is advantageous to drive a frequency divider or
a mixer circuit. Figure 5.6 illustrates the design of the quad.rature LC VCO with the
two identical single VCOs presented in the thesis.

The clesign procedure for the single LC VCO is equally applied to the design of the
quadrature LC VCO. Owing to the fact that the quadrature VCO operates at the
same oscillation frequency of the single VCO, the same noise filter is exploited into
the two identical single VCOs. The tank inductor for the quadrature VCO is adopted
from the optimised inductor (2-turn 1.63 nH) designecl in Chapter 3. To couple the
two VCOs, the PMOS with the minimum 8 finger number equal to the PMOS pair is
connected in parallel with the pair. The reason for using the PMOS transistors rather

2nH
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l-output buffer

8/0.5
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8/0.5
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8/0 s

68 nH/ 11.56 GHz 15 pF 15 pF 68 nH/ 1 1.56 GHz

Figure 5.6: Final quadrature LC VCO schematic with noise filters.

than NMOS counterparts is related to the low noise characteristic. Since the coupling

PNIOS of each single VCO is connected to the tank circuit, the varactor capacitance

of the tank circuit need to be adjustecl in order to oscillate at the targeting frequency

of 5.8 GHz. In consequence, the finger number of each tank varactor is reduced to B,

half the varactor finger number of the single VCO.

5.3 Single/Quadrature LC VCO Layout

The circuit layout of the single and quadrature LC VCOs is performed with Nlomentum

layout editor [87] targeting Peregrine 0.5 pm 1-poly 3-metal SOS CN4OS process (FC

process). The design kit of the Peregrine FC process is based on the RF IC design

flow of Cadence CAD tool package [88]. Due to unavailability of the Cadence CAD

tool during the design phase, the design kit the author referred is only exploited for a

schematic simulation with ADS device models and all of the layouts are manually laid

out based on the design manual.

The clesign process d,oes not take into account the testing environment provided that

a mixer connected to the oscillator has an input buffer. This is clue to the fact that

1 63nH 1.63 nH

8/O.s 8/0.5
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the buffer at the mixer input ports can be utilised to lower a loacling effect by clif-
ferent output impedance. To consider the testing environment of the LC VCOs, a
large resistors should be used at the output ports to diminish the effect of the output
impedance, which is added in measuring the output power or phase noise with a b0 Cl

test equipment. However, this approach significantly deteriorates the oscillator output
power by the signal degradation. As a result, a buffering method can be utilised since
the fluctuation of the oscillation frequency by loading the output impeclance (pulling
figure) can be minimised by the gate capacitance of the MOSFET buffer. This is be-
cause the gate capacitance of the buffer provides a much higher impedance compared
to the output impedance of the VCO.

To accommodate the pad effect on the tuning frequency, 100 pm pads with a pad pitch
of 150 pm ale used as shown in Figure b.7.

'f 00 um

PAD pitch = 150 um

Figure 5.7: Pad pitch for microprobing

In practical oscillators, a leakage current with a small noise power from the loop filter
of a PLL can cause att unexpected frequency modulation on the varactor operation. In
order not to induce such undesirable signals into the control input node, a poly-silicon
(PS) resistor is used between the V¡un. pad and the node for a control input of the tank
varactor. The resistance of the PS resistor (.Rp.ry) is determined by:

98

'RPolv = 
L' n

= fiHo"rt'o' (5'10)

where W, and .Lo indicate the width and the length of each rectangle poly-silicon,
respectively. Figure 5.8 shows the layout configuration of the pS resistor.

PADPAD
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18.9

1.6 um

30 um

tl

Figure 5.8: Poly-silicon resistor layout'

The sheet resistance (rRpory,o) of the rectangle poly is set to I2'5 Ol' with a unit

width of 1.6 pm and a unit length of 18.9 pm. Therefore, the 2.5 kC¿ is implemented

with 17 rectangles of poly-silicons. Here, the exact resistance of the PS resistor is not

important.

A 4-pF IVIiM capacitor consisted of 2 top metal layers on top of the VCO is used to

bypass high frequency noise flowing through the power supply. Figure 5.9 shows the

4-pF MiM capacitor layout designed using a thicktop metal and metal-2 layers'

4 pF MiM capacitor array
30 um

Figure 5.9: 4-pF MiM capacitor layout of the single VCO'

Since the MiNI capacitor unit cell is flexible to adjust the dimension based on the unit

capacitance (0.575 trlp^'), the unit area of 30 pm x 30 ¡-lm dimensions in the VCO

design is chosen with 8 unit capacitors to make up 4-pF capacitance. In case of 15-pF

MiM capacitor for the noise fllter, the same approach is applied with 32 equal unit cells.

The total capacitor area including the two top metals reaches 34,848 pmz (t3Z Llrrr x

264 pm). Figure 5.10 shows the layout of the single LC VCO including the IVIiM bypass

capacitor and the noise filter.

GND
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GND

Vout -Vout -l-

GND

V¿¿Vtrn"

Bypass
capacitor

Noise
filter

Figure 5.10: Single LC VCO layout

The three pads on the top of the layout are for DC bias connection (7¿¿), ground of the
bypass capacitors (GND) and control input of the tank varactor (yr,""). The lefi pad is
for connecting the noise filter composed of the 7-turn symmetric circular inductor and
15 pF MiNI capacitor to the ground of the single LC VCO (GND). The bottom pads
are for extracting the differential RF outputs (%ur+, %*_) of the unbufferecl VCO.
The total oscillator area including the pads is 675 ¡.rn x 833.70 ¡rm including all of the
pacls.

In the quadrature VCO, the majority of layout configuration of the single VCO has

been used with minor changes. Although the two identical inductors of the noise filters
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can be replacecl with an equivalent one instead, they are used without modification

for the symmetrical layout. The area efficiency to the total layout is also not mtrch

influenced by the two integrated inductors because the inductor is placed in the vacant

area between the two signal paths for the differential outputs and the pads. Contrary

to the 4-pF capacitor of the single VCO, the 4-pF MiM capacitor of the quadrature

VCO is divided into two 2-pF MiM capacitors in parallel with regard to the power line

(V¿¿) for symmetry as shown in Figure 5.11.

-u-
30um Ii

MiM capacitor
30 um

Figure 5.11: 4-pF MiM capacitor layout for the quadrature VCO

The frnal quadrature VCO layout is shown in Figure 5.12'

For the quadrature outputs, both of the two top and bottom pads are assignecl for

extracting in-phase/quadrature output signals and the total area of the quadrature

VCO is 1360 pm x 813 pm including all of the pads'

5.4 LC VCO EM Simulation

In spite of the great accuracy in 3D EM simulation, 2.5D EM simulator is preferable

in case of analysis on plane-stacked structures such as a metalisation and a planar

inductor. In particular, a metal strip modelling is effectively performed with relatively

smaller memory and faster simulation on 2.5D EM environment.

IJsing quasi-3D modelling method introduced in Chapter 3, EM simulations for all

designed LC VCOs are conducted. As previously mentioned, partial dielectric layers

of integrated components such as MOSFETs or MiM capacitors are not moclelled on

2.5D simulation environment. Consequently, the interconnecting metalisation of the

GND Voo GND
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Figure 5.12: Quadrature LC VCO layout
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LC VCO layouts in this thesis is laid out for quasi-3D ElVl sirnulation and the active

MOSFETs and NIiiVI capacitors including the PS resistors are removed.

For an accurate rBflection of the parasitic elements into the LC VCO operation, it

is necessary to run the E1VI simulation on the whole layout structures including the

integrated inductors. However, the layouts are divided into several subparts due to

a limited physical memory available in the PC system and the swapping memory

size [8g]. This presents a bottleneck for the EVI simulation in this thesis. These issues

are caused from the quasi-3D modelling and numerously tiny structures meshed to

calculate interaction between ports. In addition, they are clependant on the simulation

setup of the mesh density, frequency bands swept and arc resolution.

To simulate with limited system resources (4 GB physical memory on a Solaris ma-

chine), the layout of the quaclrature oscillator is split into subparts with a minimum

effect on the net parasitic capacitance and resistance. In case of the single VCO, all

the layouts except the noise filtering inductor could be simulated using the system

resources as shown in Figures 5.13.

All pads are included to consider their effects (pacl capacitance) on the oscillation

frequency. In case of metal layers in parallel, they are simulated together if possible

after cutting to the end of the parallel layers to take the capacitance between the layers

into consideration. To prepare for the oscillation frequency deviation by the capacitance

of the VCO layout metalisation, all of the monolithic inductors are separately simrrlated

since it is not straightforward to calculate the capacitance of the metalisation' At the

edge of each divided metalisation, all of the ports are assignecl in the middle of the eclge

to ease the interconnection between the divided layout components for co-simulation.

To connect NIOSFET device models to metal layers for tuning bias voltage including

power supply, the ports are allocated in the center of the interconnecting metalisation

and the pads.

In case of the quadrature VCO, the whole layout is clivicled into three subparts as

shown in Figures 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16.

Compared to the case of the single VCO, the signal lines connecting the two identical

VCOs are clivided to prevent the usage of excessive physical memory by the simulator'

Besides, the inductors for the noise fllter and tank circuit are separated from the layout
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it

Figure 5.13: Layout of the single LC oscillator except the noise filtering inductor

to tune the design pararneters cluring the E1VI simulatio'phase.

5.5 Co-simulation Results

With the ,9-parameter simulation results, the subdivided layout components and sym-
metric inductors are co-simulated with the SOS FET device models including the NIiM
capacitor and PS resistor. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 illustrate the single and quadrature
LC oscillator layout configurations for co-simulation, respectively.

As presented in Chapter 4,7.4 Q ancl 1.2 0 resistors are connected to the gate port
and drain/source ports of all active devices, individually to reflect the effect of the
contact resistance for the single and quadrature LC VCOs in the co-simulations. The
IP-6.8 ¡;m model presented in Chapter 4 is utilised for the tank varactor of the single
and quadrature LC VCOs.

Figures 5.19 5.20 and 5.21 5.22 illustrate the performances of the single and quadrature
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Pt6
srJ

Figure 5.14: Subdivided quadrature LC oscillator layout: part I'

Figure 5.15: Subdivided quadrature LC oscillator layout: part II
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Figure 5.16: Subdivided quadrature LC oscillator layout: part III

LC oscillators. Since the clown-converted second harmonic affects phase noise perfor-
rìance of LC VCOs, it is desirable to diminish the harmonic power. As for srrppression
of the second harmonic, maximum -4I.623 dB power at 12.03 GHz exhibits in 0.3 I,/¡,,."
in case of the single LC VCo. At 11.06 GHz, the power is suppressed. to minimum
-49.904 dB for both of the differential outputs, I/o.¿1 and Vou¿-. The differential out-
puts swing 0.450 Ç",r. to -0.447 Vp"ou at 6.268 GHz while the amplitudes are reduced
to f 0'343 Vp"ur at 5.532 GHz. The best phase noise performance of -119.8b2 d$cl1z
at 3 MHz offset frequency also exhibits in 0 %,,.". A wide tuning range of 736 NIHz
and the lowest power consumptionof 0.42 mW (16i," x 0.52 mA) are achieved within
0.0 - 0.8 V tuning bias range.

The quadrature VCO relatively has a better performance in terms of the harmonic
suppression by around minimum -6 to maximum -28 dB than that of the single VCO
for the both in-phase and quadrature differential outputs. The peak-to-peak voltage
of the differential quadrature outputs (Vqout+, I/qo,,t-) swings between 0.26T and -0.267
Y at 5.927 GHz (0.167 and -0.167 Y at 5.626 GHz) while inphase (I) signals expose
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ll1

Figure 5.17: Single vco layout configuration for the co-simulation.

the lower swing amplitude of 0.232 to -0.232 V (+ 0.148 V at 5.626 GHz) at the same

frequency (which is not shown for simplicity.). The harmonic suppression also shows

a different power distribution. This difference is probably caused by the division of

the signal lines between the two identical VCOs to reduce the usage of the physical

memory6.

In addition, capacitance distribution between metal layers for ground ancl ctifferential

output of each single VCO can cause the different output signal powerT. Due to the

coupling PMOS pair, the quadrature LC VCO has a narrower tuning range of 301 MHz

6The core layout of the quadrature VCO except the tank inductor and the noise filter requires more

than 3.7 GB physical memory for initial startup memory and the memory usage gradually increases

to more than 5 GB during the EM simulation. Since Solaris OS also has a problem in swapping a

virtual memory like in Windows OS, the simulation has been failed for this reason'
7In thi. case, a dummy metal layer connecting to a pad for ground is advantageous to alleviate the

difference of the output power.
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ft

Figure 5.18: Quadrature vco layout configuration for the co-simulation.
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Figure 5.19: Performance of the single LC oscillator (I)
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Figure 5.22: Performance of the quadrature LC oscillator (II)
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with an increased pov/er supply voltage of 0.9 V. With the phase noise of -1I5.7 dF,clHz

at 3 MHz offset, a low power of 1.86 mW (16¡,. x 2.07 mA) is achieved in the tuning

range of 0.g V. Note that the single and quadrature LC VCOs can be further optimised

for a specific PVT (process/voltage/temperature) corners'

sThis is because harmonic content can rise (or output power can fall) to unacceptable levels by the

PVT corner. Also, it can make the circuit unstable for practical applications





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future \Mork

This chapter discusses the results of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) designs.

The ultimate purpose of this research is to develop an LC VCO IP core with low power

and low phase noise for a high performance RF radio-on-chip (ROC). Compared to

VCO performance published in the literature, the designed LC VCOs exhibits superior

performance in terms of figure of merit (FOM) with phase noise and power consump-

tion. Integrated in a phase-locked loop (PLL), the single and quadrature LC VCOs can

be employed as a local oscillator for mobile applications operating at 5.8 GHz (IEEE

802.11 a).

6.1 Conclusions

The low phase noise of -119.35 dBclHz at 3 MHz offset frequency is achieved with the

single LC oscillator with 736 MHz tuning frequency. The VCO core draws a low current

of 0.b2 mA at 0.8 V power supply voltage resulting in 0.42 mW of power consumption'

The output power ranges from -2.833 dBm to -5'108 dBm in case of /or¡a while Vou¡-

has a output power from -3.091 dBm to -5.360 dBm depending on the tuning voltage

(0.0 V to 0.8 V). From the defrnition of FONI presented in Chapter 2,the single LC

oscillator performs:
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FoNr"¡,,Ì" : _lL{^r }l+ ro r'*læ' (#),]
: -119.35 -F 10 tos lo.n ,l ' )'l"L \5.879xr03) l
æ -l8e dB. (6 1)

The designed quadrature VCO has a 301 NIHz tuning range, clissipates a low power of
1.86 mlV at 0.9 V supply voltage and achieves -115.7 dBcliHz phase noise perfornìance
at 3 NIHz offset. The output power of the quadrature signal demonstrates -2.44 dBm
to -11.54 dBm, while the in-phase output power exhibits -g.67 clBm to -12.bb dBm
within the 0.9 V tuning range. The FONI of the quadrature LC oscillator becomes:

["u,(**-)']
(6.2)

Tlie FOIVI table presented in Chapter 1 is revised to compare the performance of the
two VCOs with others presented in the literature.

From the revisecl FONI table, only the work by Hegazi et al. [24) which is the highest
among the literature to date demonstrates a better performa,nce hy 6 dB. It is worth
noting that the power consumptions of the single and quadrature LC VCOs presented
in this work are recorded as the lowest values. Furthermore, the phase noise perfor-
mance of the two oscillators is relatively exceptional comparecl to pov/er consumption
and fundamental frequencies. At the time of this writing, no competitive commercial
product is available arouncl the 5.8 GHz band. A discrete 5.2 GHz VCO module has
recently been released by Vari-L [90]. It is characterized by 37.5 mW power consu¡¡rp-
tion (7'5 mA bias current at 5 V power supply voltage) with -105 dBclftz at 100 kgz.
The FoM is approximately -183.6 dB, which is lower than the single VCo by b dB.

6.2 Fhture Work

The work presented in this thesis is based on schematic and EM simulations. To
consider the effects of actual operation, all possible parasitics are reflected into the

FONIqu.a : -115.7 *10log

ry -178.7 dB.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of the revisecl FOM from Table 1.1

lo L{Lr} Lr
[cHz] ldBclHzl [kHz]

Typ" Pnc FOIVI

[-w]
Hesazi l24l
Single[this workl
le1-2750U [25]

Wang [26]

Huang [27]

Kinset [281

Craninckx [29]

Quad[this work]

Plouchart [30]

Dauphinee [311

Rofougaran [32]

Razavi [33]

Kwasniewski [34]

Hajimiri [35]

t.2 -153 3000 LCICNIOS035 9.25 -t95.4

5.879

2.75

9.8

0.926

2.45

1.8

5.78

6.0

1.5

0.82

1.8

0.74

-119.35

-1 13

-1 18

-1t2

-r24

-113

-116.7

-116

-105

-100

-100

-89.0

3000

100

1000

100

1000

200

3000

1000

100

100

500

100

o.42

27

t2

4.7

5.4

9.0

1.86

22

28

25

7.6

6.5

-189.0

-188.6

-187.0

-184.6

-184.5

- 182.5

-L78.7

-178.1

-174.I

-164.3

-162.3

-158.3

LClSOS-CMOSos
Nlodule

LClCNIOS035

LClExt/CMOS0a

LClCNIOSo35

LClCMOSo4

LClSOS-CMOSos
LClSiGe

LCIPíplBiCNIOS0s

LClÐtchlcMosl
LClCouplCNÍOS06

Ring/CNIOS12

2.810 -95.2 1000 Ring/ClMOS025 10 -154'2

ln lable ä.1, the tigures used lor comparing "this work" are the best-hgures from

Figures b.lg(c) and 5.21(c). Also, frgures from other literature in the Table are

measured values. Hence, the FOM figures of the single and quadrature LC VCOs

obtained from simulations can be more optimistic when compared to the measured

FOMs.

design procedure at a given circumstance. Generally as the extraction job of the par-

asitic components after laying out IC designs is perforrned in a low frequency band,

measurements might be inaccurate compared to those of the post layout simulation'

This is due to the fact that the parasitics are frequency dependant. This dependance

becomes a critical factor in designing RF IC products. Therefore, designing RF oscil-

Iators at the real oscillation frequency band can be more efiective through modelling

the metalisation and passive devices.

Meanwhile, dividing the VCO layouts was inevitable to avoid overloading the limitecl

system resources during the EM simulation. Such division can influence the simula-

tion result and make it cleviate from the expected outcome. The layout effect of the





Appendix A

Analysis on A Enhancem nt of a SYm-
metric Inductor

4.1 Single-Ended Inductor

In a single-ended inductor, the small signal model can be derived using a 1-port network

easily compared to a symmetric inductor. Since one port of the inductor is grounded,

it can be simplified as shown in Figure 4.1.

Generally, the series capacitance (C") parameter has a small value (several tens fF),

which tends to be neglected in considering the composing components of lumped in-

ductor models. For accuracy, C" can be included in the small signal model, but it is

omitted for simplicity herel. In Figure A.7, Co" indicates silicon oxide fllm, and C"u6

and .R"1,6 represent substrate capacitance and substrate resistance.

Node %i. "r¿ 
is electrically zero, which causes CoÚ C"uï,2 and A"'62 to short' Looking

into the passive network in terms of admittance, the series admittance (%-"i'-"'a) and

the substrate admittance (%uu "i' "'d) 
of a single-ended inductor can be derived by:

11tt -

' ' .jrL" R" + jaL"
11/rs_sin_end - fl

(A-1)

(A-2)

lFor reference, C" can be derived from an inductance (L"r¡) at self resonant frequency (.F",¡) and

1
%ubl sin end : ;1 * Jr'lC"uur

flsubl

B, from an impedance at low frequencies
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llö; 
:

Portl L"

Cot

Rsu¡z
Csuuz

Rsu¡l

(") (b)

Figure 4.1: simplified small signal model of a single-ended inductor

R"

R"PoÉl L5

co,

Cot

Csu¡t

&u¡r

%ub-sin-end : juC*llY"ubl-sin-end : tffi

Accordingly, the total admittance (Y"¡" 
""¿) 

is:

(A-3)

(A-4)

Y.h 
"rd 

: Y" sin 
"r¿ 

* %ub sin end :
j aC o* - a2 C o*C 

"ubr 
Ãsubr

1l jøR.,rur( Co, * C."¡r)
R" - .jaL" a2 R"obtC'", + juC.r(7 + a2R2*orC"uat(Co" I C."¡t))+
R?" + wzL!

_R"
R! + wzL!

r+uz
,'R"uatC"o"

H"urÍ(Co, + Cr.rur)'

+
1 * ø2rBfro, (C., + C"uur)2

aCo,(\¡ a2 C'uat(Co* * C"'¡r)
1+ (Co,I C'uat

If the Y.6_u,¿ is rearranged at low and high frequencies,

I. At low frequency
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assuming the conditions that R" ) aL" and. 1) r,JR"u¡r(C."1C",r¡r)2, %i'-"'d

can be approximated as3:

1v.¡ srn eno. -
¡ a2 R=u61Cl, + ja

R" (

CorCtubt 1

(A-5)

(A-6)

II. At high frequency

assuming the conditions that ß" ( uL" and' 1( øR"'61 (Co,-f C"'¡r)4, %i.-"'d

can be approximated as:

2

+j (" Cot * Ctuat aL" )

At low frequency bands, the oxide capacitance (c,") works as an open circuit and the

impedance of the single-ended inductor is dominated by the series resistance (-rB") and

ind.uctance (.L"). Meanwhile, the parasitic components such as Csubt and R"u61 affect

the impedance value at high frequency bands.

^.2 
Symmetric Inductor

Contrary to the single-endecl inductor, a symmetric inductor should consider both ports

and the simplified model can be formed as in Figure A'2(a)5'

Since the voltage phase at two ports is out of phase, a parallel network constituterl of

C"u61 and l?",161 is in series with the equivalent of C",.,bz and rR"r,62' For the purpose of

analysis on the same environment and for simplicity, the simplified model is reformed

as in Figure 4.2(b).

2such presumed conditions are used for comparison on the performance of single-ended and sym-

metric inductors in terms of admittance at low and high frequency bands' The relevance of the

assumptions is determined by the component parametels depending on the operation frequencies of

the inductors.
3Basically, the effect of Co* and C",51 are negligible (high impedance path) at low frequency'

Therefore, the equivalent circuit can be simplified to a series tr" and E" which could be easily derived

from the real and imaginary part of the impedance.
4Refer to the footnote 2.
5To simplify the analysis of the two inductors, it is assumed that the parasitic components strch as

substrate capacitance and resistance have the same values'
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i. At low frequency

Y.r,-",d - %"- = å * a2a"u,o1c2o, + fu(c,,- *å) - |
1

_-L
Ro. '

,'Rrcl+

Ja Ct-(
tr¿\
-lR7' )

: 
"l; 

- fi*|"'^"uatc\,+ i"(;c",. H- tr)

Assuming that rl¿: Æ" and L¿: L" for sintplicity in comparison, then:

%r,_"d - y""- - ïr, o",orCr," + l)rc",

II. At high frequency

(A-12)

(A-13)

%i,_",.r - %,- = &. u:(*%) +j
R¿

2
Csublco,

(+
1

R,

R¿

CL

)
Il

(c*\
\c,' + C"uat )

2

("

a
Co, I C"t'

crcz 1

Cr+Cr- "h ),, Lrd

A"

-f CzC

J(

'l:
1

2

dLr" 2L

G-;) .( )l
a CorC"ubt
2 Co, I C"*l

G:b""")
2

*jw 7 CorC"u61

2 Co" r C"rat

(A_14)

At low frequency bands, the admittance difference can be neglected in Eq.(A-12) due to
C," works as an open circuit. In other words, the impeclances between the two inductors
have a'early similar value. In the meantime, Eq.(A-1a) shows %i._"nd - %"- has an
increased value at high frequency bands due to the fact that a larger impedance path
of the symmetric incluctor is formed in the substrate layer. Consequently, induced
energy loss by substrate current is diminished at high frequencies ancl the incluctor e
is improved compared to the single-ended inductor.

)b12R"u
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L.4 Derivation of the Lumped Model Parameters

For extracting the lumped model parameters of the symmetric inductor, Z¿ at low

frequency can be written as:

Z¿: R¿i jaL¿

At high frequency,

Zz : Ll(iuCz)

zt: RrllCz: (Gr + juC2)l(Gl+,'c3¡, where Gt:tlRt
Z": 21 | 22

Z : Z¿llZ": Z¿Z"l(Z¿* Z.)

Once Z¿ is known, Z" can be obtained as:

Z": ZZ¿l(Z¿- Z) (A-15)

L27

?: G' -,( - 'c' - 
1

" - G?-t (aC2)2 '\G? )- (uC2)2 uCt

Taking the inverse of the real part of. Z";

)
(A-16)

1' lF.;e(Z ") 
: r' C'z l Gt I G t,

which is a linear equation. Plotting the above equation as a functionof a2, the inter-

ception point with the y-axis defines G1, which is the gradient of the curve provides

cllG'.
From C2 and G1, Cl can easily be found from the imaginary paú of Z"'
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ASITIC Technology
Sapphire On-Chip I

File for Silicon-on-
nductors

ASITIC (analysis and simulation of inductors and transformers in integrated circuits)

has been developed to simulate and analyze integrated planar inductors by Ali M'

Niknejad of IJC Berkeley [65]. ASITIC can be exploited to generate a variety of com-

plicated inductor geometries, and used to estimate the inductance and quality factor

of the planar inductors before simulation using a 2.5D EM simulator, i.e. Nlomentum

of Agilent. However, EM simulation is less accurate because it is developed for 2D

field structures. In addition, electromagnetic effects via upper and lower metals or

eddy current in the substrate are not reflected into the simulation results. As a result,

ASITIC is only used for inductance estimation.

chipx: 1024

chipy : 1924

fftx: 256

trry :256
TechFile : utsi0S.tek
TechPath - .

; dimensions of the chip in x direction

; dimensions of the chip in y direction

; x-fft size (must be a power of 2)

; y-fft size

; technology file name

; technology file path

UTSi SOS 0.5 um technology frle for ASITIC
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< layer> 0

rho : 1.e14

t-650
eps : 9.39

< layer> 1

rho : 1 .e16

t - 9.35
eps : 3.9

< metal> 0
layer - 1

rsh:9.9.e3
r : 0.37
cl : 0.0
,rur¡s _ polyl
color _ green

< via> 0

top: 1

bottom : 0

r:4
width - 0.6
Space : 0.8
overplotl - .4
overplot2 : .3

nalIre - contact
color - bhre

< metal> 1

layer : 1

rsh : 48
t : 0.85
d: r.22
name : metall
color : yellow

( via> 1

top-2
bottom: 1

r:3
width: 0.6

; sapphire substrate layer

; sapphire resistivity/Cl-cm
; sapphire thickness¿rnicrons (¡lur)

; sapphire relative permittivityl

; total oxide layer

; SiO2 resistivity
; total thickness of the oxide layer (pm)
; SiO2 relative permittivity

; poly silicon layer

; in the oxide layer

; referred to NTIOSIS website (mf)/square)
; referred to Peregrine design manual
; distance frorn the bottom of the oxide layer (¡rm)
; assigned name for the poly silicon layer
; color for the poly layer in ASITIC

; poly silicon layer to metal 1 layer
; upper metal layer (metal 1)

; lower metal layer (poly silicon layer)
; *arbitrary resistance per via
; square via width (¡;m)

; minimum spacing between vias (pm)
; poly layer enclosure of via 0

; metal 1 layer enclosure of via 0
; assigned name for the via layer
; color for the via layer

; metal 1 layer

; in the oxide layer

; sheet resistance (mCI/square)

; metal 1 thickness (pm)
; distance from the bottom of the oxide layer (¡rm)
; assigned name for the metal 1 layer
; color for the metal 1 layer in ASITIC

; metal 1 to metal 2 Tayer

; upper metal layer (metal 2)

; lower metal layer (metal 1)

; *arbitrary resistance per via
; square via width (¡l,m)
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space : 0.7

overplotl : .4

overplot2 : .4

name : vial
color - brown

( metal> 2

layer: 1

rsh - 31

t - 1.08

d : 3.57
name : metal2
color : gray

< via> 2

top: 3

bottom : 2

t:2
width: 3.0

space : 3.0

overplotl : 0.1

overplot2 :0.1
name : viathick
color - white

< metal> 3
layer: 1

rsh:9
r:3.1
d : 5.70

name : metalthick
color : purple

; minimum spacing between vias (¡;m)

; metal 1 layer enclosure of via 0

; metal 2layer enclosure of via 0

; assigned name for the via layer

; color for the via layer

; metal 2laver
; in the oxide layer

; sheet resistance (mO/square)

; metal 2 thickness (¡.r,m)

; distance from the bottom of the oxide layer (pm)

; assigned name for the metal 2laYer

; color in ASITIC

; metal 2 to metalthick layer

; upper metal layer (metalthick)

; lower metal layer (metal 2)

; xarbitrary resistance per via

; square via width
; minimum spacing between viathick layers

; metal 2layer enclosure of via 1

; thick metal layer enclosure of via 1

; metalthick layer

; in the oxide layer

; sheet resistance (mO/square)

; metalthick layer thickness (¡-r,m)

; distance from the bottom of the oxide layer (¡.r,m)

; assigned name for the metalthick layer

; color for the metalthick layer in ASITIC

*No effect by via layers to estimate incluctor Q factor
is considered in ASITIC.
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